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ABSTRACT
Fuzzy Neural Network Pattern Recognition Algorithm for
Classiﬁcation of the Events in Power System Networks. (May 2004)
Slavko Vasilic, B.S., University of Belgrade, Serbia;
M.S., University of Belgrade, Serbia;
Chair of Advisory Committee: Dr. Mladen Kezunovic
This dissertation introduces advanced artiﬁcial intelligence based algorithm for
detecting and classifying faults on the power system transmission line. The proposed
algorithm is aimed at substituting classical relays susceptible to possible performance
deterioration during variable power system operating and fault conditions. The new
concept relies on a principle of pattern recognition and detects the existence of the
fault, identiﬁes fault type, and estimates the transmission line faulted section.
The approach utilizes self-organized, Adaptive Resonance Theory (ART) neural
network, combined with fuzzy decision rule for interpretation of neural network out-
puts. Neural network learns the mapping between inputs and desired outputs through
processing a set of example cases. Training of the neural network is based on the com-
bined use of unsupervised and supervised learning methods. During training, a set of
input events is transformed into a set of prototypes of typical input events. During
application, real events are classiﬁed based on the interpretation of their matching to
the prototypes through fuzzy decision rule.
This study introduces several enhancements to the original version of the ART
algorithm: suitable preprocessing of neural network inputs, improvement in the con-
cept of supervised learning, fuzzyﬁcation of neural network outputs, and utilization
of on-line learning.
iv
A selected model of an actual power network is used to simulate extensive sets
of scenarios covering a variety of power system operating conditions as well as fault
and disturbance events.
Simulation results show improved recognition capabilities compared to a previ-
ous version of ART neural network algorithm, Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) neural
network algorithm, and impedance based distance relay. Simulation results also show
exceptional robustness of the novel ART algorithm for all operating conditions and
events studied, as well as superior classiﬁcation capabilities compared to the other
solutions. Consequently, it is demonstrated that the proposed ART solution may be
used for accurate, high-speed distinction among faulted and unfaulted events, and
estimation of fault type and fault section.
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1CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
A. Problem Statement
The problem of detecting and classifying transmission line faults based on three-
phase voltage and current signals has been known for a long time. It was solved some
time ago by introducing the traditional relaying principles such as overcurrent, dis-
tance, overvoltage, undervoltage, diﬀerential, etc, implemented using either models
of the transmission line or models of fault signals [1]. All of these principles are based
on a comparison between the measurements and predetermined setting calculated
taking into account only predetermined operating conditions and fault events. Con-
sequently, if the actual power system conditions deviate from the anticipated ones,
the measurements and settings determined by the classical relay design have inherent
limitations in classifying certain fault conditions, and the performance of classical
protective relays may signiﬁcantly deteriorate [2]. Subsequently, a more sensitive,
selective, and reliable relaying principle is needed, capable of classifying the faults
under a variety of unfolding operating conditions and faults.
This dissertation introduces a new protective relaying principle for transmission
lines that is based on pattern recognition instead of using traditional setting. The
approach utilizes an artiﬁcial neural network algorithm where the prevailing system
conditions are taken into account through the learning mechanism. Artiﬁcial neural
networks generally possess an ability to capture complex and nonlinear relationships
This dissertation follows the style of IEEE Transaction on Power Delivery.
2between inputs and outputs through a learning process. They are particularly useful
for solving diﬃcult signal processing and pattern recognition problems. The new
protective relaying concept is based on a special type of artiﬁcial neural network,
called Adaptive Resonance Theory (ART), ideally suited for classifying large, highly-
dimensional and time-varying sets of input data [3, 4]. The new classiﬁcation approach
has to reliably conclude, in a rather short time, whether, where and which type of
fault occurs under a variety of operating conditions [5]. Samples of current and
voltage signals from three transmission line phases are recognized as the features of
various disturbance and fault events in the power network, and aligned into a set
of input patterns. Through combined unsupervised and supervised learning steps,
neural network establishes categorized prototypes of typical input patterns. In the
implementation phase, trained neural network classiﬁes new events into one of the
known categories based on an interpretation of the match between the corresponding
patterns and set of prototypes using fuzzy decision rule.
B. Research Topics
Proposed neural network algorithm for relay protection has already been used
in its original form and with conservative assumptions about the power network and
actual operating conditions [6, 7, 8, 9]. This study introduces several enhancements
of the mentioned original version of the algorithm: suitable preprocessing of neural
network inputs, improvements in the supervised learning, fuzzyﬁcation of neural net-
work outputs, utilization of on-line learning, and extensive algorithm evaluation for
several test sets, covering a variety of power system operating conditions and events.
Preprocessing of neural network input signals includes selection of measurements,
analog ﬁlters, sampling frequencies, data windows and scaling methods. The prepro-
3cessing determines the number of neural network inputs and usability of constructed
input patterns, and inﬂuences the trade-oﬀ between performing the classiﬁcation task
more accurately and making the decision quickly and in real time [10, 11]. The su-
pervised learning phase of neural network training is redeﬁned, allowing improved
generation of pattern prototypes with more consistent matching of the density of in-
put pattern set [12]. Original version of the algorithm had a simple interpretation of
neural network outputs, and during implementation it classiﬁed a new pattern accord-
ing to the most similar prototype. The new idea of interpretation of neural network
outputs through a fuzzy classiﬁer (fuzzy decision rule) is an advanced generalization
concept that classiﬁes a new pattern according to the weighted contribution from
several similar prototypes [12, 11]. It provides smoother decision regions between the
categories, and is especially beneﬁcial in improving algorithm selectivity for a variety
of the real events which are rather dissimilar to all events presented during training.
Since proposed neural network is inherently characterized by incremental learning
capability [3], an algorithm for on-line learning during varying operating conditions
is enabled, to preserve attained recognition capabilities. In addition, Multilayer Per-
ceptron (MLP) neural network algorithm and impedance based distance protection
algorithms are developed and implemented for comparison with the proposed ART
neural network algorithm.
Selected model of an actual power network is used to simulate extensive sets of
interesting scenarios, covering a variety of power system conditions, and typical fault
and no-fault events [13, 14, 15]. Implemented scenarios allow improved algorithm
training and evaluation, and demonstrate the beneﬁts of the new approach [12, 16].
Specially developed simulation environment allows feasibility of proposed comprehen-
sive algorithm design and evaluation [17, 15, 18, 19]. In this simulation environment
training and testing procedures can easily be controlled and performed through inter-
4facing appropriate simulation programs, exchanging their simulation parameters and
results, and using appropriate graphical interface.
C. Dissertation Outline
The dissertation is organized as follows. A background of power systems, protec-
tive relaying, neural networks and fuzzy logic is provided in Chapter II. Chapter III
summarizes applications of neural networks and fuzzy logic to protective relaying,
describes the previous relevant approaches and gives an overview of the proposed
approach. The neural network algorithm training and implementation steps are ex-
plained in Chapter IV. A new technique for fuzzyﬁcation of neural network outputs
is introduced in Chapter V. Required hardware and software modules for proposed
protective relaying solution, and the complex neuro-fuzzy abstraction mechanism are
outlined in Chapter VI. Selected model of an actual power network and power sys-
tem scenarios are presented in Chapter VII. Chapter VIII deﬁnes a new simulation
environment for protective algorithm design and evaluation. Chapter IX speciﬁes im-
plementation steps, including scenario simulation, pattern generation, and the design
of ART and MLP neural network and impedance based distance relay algorithms.
The simulation results are shown and discussed in Chapter X. The conclusions are
given in Chapter XI. References related to proposed work, and Appendix with power
system parameters are enclosed at the end.
5CHAPTER II
BACKGROUND
A. Introduction
This chapter presents background relevant to proposed research topics and is
organized into ﬁve sections. First section describes a role and structure of power
system, the eﬀect of power system faults, and emphasizes the concept of protective
relaying. Next section focuses on traditional protective relaying of transmission lines.
The most common relaying principle, distance protection, is analyzed in third section.
Artiﬁcial intelligence tools, neural networks and fuzzy logic, suitable to be used for
new, pattern recognition based relaying principle, are introduced in fourth and ﬁfth
sections, respectively.
B. Power System and the Concept of Protective Relaying
A power system is a grid of electrical sources, loads, transmission lines, power
transformers, circuit breakers, and other equipment, connected to provide power gen-
eration, transmission and distribution. A simple example of a typical power system
is given in Fig. 1. Transmission lines link the sources and loads in the system, and
allow energy transmission. The loss of one or more transmission lines is often critical
for power transfer capability, system stability, and sustainability of required system
voltage and frequency. Circuit breakers are devices for connecting power system com-
ponents and carrying transmission line currents under normal operating conditions,
and interrupting the currents under speciﬁed abnormal operating conditions. They
are located at the transmission line ends and by interrupting the current they isolate
the fault from the system.
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Fig. 1. Example of a power system
The purpose of protective relaying is to minimize the eﬀect of power system faults
by preserving service availability and minimizing equipment damage [20]. Since the
damage caused by a fault is mainly proportional to its duration, the protection is
required to operate as quickly as possible. Transmission line faults happen randomly,
and they are typically an outcome of severe weather or other unpredictable conditions.
Varying fault parameters as well as conditions imposed by actual network conﬁgura-
tion and operating mode determine the corresponding transient current and voltage
waveforms detected by the relays at line ends. The main fault parameters are:
• type of fault deﬁned as single-phase-to-ground, phase-to-phase, two-phase-to-
ground, three-phase, and three-phase-to-ground;
• fault distance deﬁned as distance between the relay and faulted point;
• fault impedance deﬁned as impedance of the earth path;
7• fault incidence time deﬁned as time instance where the fault occurs on the
voltage waveform.
C. Traditional Protective Relaying for Transmission Lines
Protective relays are intelligent devices located at both ends of each transmission
line, nearby network buses or other connection points [2, 21, 22, 23]. They enable high-
speed actions required to protect the power network equipment when operating limits
are violated due to an occurrence of a fault. The relay serves as primary protection
for corresponding transmission line as well as a backup for the relays at adjacent
lines, beyond the remote line end. Although a transmission line is protected by the
relays in each phase, for simplicity, only one phase connection is illustrated in Fig. 2.
The transmission line fault detection and clearance measurement and control chain
contains instrument transformers, distance relay and circuit breaker. Instrument
transformers acquire voltage and current measurements (VT and CT) and reduce
the transmission level signals into appropriate lower level signals convenient to be
utilized by the relay. The main role of protective relays is recognizing the faults in
particular area in power network based on measured three-phase voltage and current
BUS
VT
CT
Circuit
Breaker
Relay
Three Phase Transmission Line
BUS
VT
CT
Circuit
Breaker
Relay
Fig. 2. Transmission line with fault detection and clearance measurement and control
chain
8signals. In a very short time, around 20 ms, relay has to reliably conclude whether
and which type of fault occurs, and issue a command for opening the circuit breaker
to disconnect faulted phases accordingly.
The relay responsibility for protection of a segment of the power system is deﬁned
by a concept of zones of protection. A zone of protection is a setting deﬁned in terms
of a percentage of the line length, measuring from the relay location. When fault
occurs within the zone of protection, the protection system activates circuit breakers
isolating the faulty segment of the power system deﬁned by the zone boundaries.
The zones of protection always overlap, in order to ensure back-up protection for all
portions of the power system.
Fig. 3 shows a small segment of a power system with protection zones enclosed
by dashed lines distinctly indicating the zones for the relays located at A, B, C and
t1
t3
t2
t
l
t1
t2
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Fig. 3. The principle of relay coordination
9D. For instance, relay at A has three zones of protection, where zone I is the zone of
primary protection, while zones II and III are backup protections if relays at C and
E missoperate, respectively for the faults in their zone I. Coordination of protective
devices requires calculation of settings to achieve selectivity for faults at diﬀerent
locations. Zone I setting is selected for relay to trip with no intentional delay, except
for the relay and circuit breaker operating time t1. The zone I is set to underreach the
remote end of the line, and usually covers around 80-85% of the line length. Entire
line length cannot be covered with zone I because the relay is not capable of precisely
determining fault location. Hence instant undesired operation may happen for the
faults beyond remote bus. The purpose of zone II is to cover the remote end of the line
which is not covered by the zone I. A time delay t2 for the faults in zone II is required
to allow coordination with the zone I of the relay at adjacent line. Zone II setting
overreaches the remote line end and typically is being set to 120% of the line length.
The zone III setting provides back up protection for adjacent line and operates with
the time delay t3. Typical setting for zone III is 150-200% of the primary line length,
and is limited by the shortest adjacent line.
D. Distance Relaying
In the traditional protective relaying approach, a distance relay is the most
common relay type for protection of multiterminal transmission lines. It operates
when the apparent impedance seen by the relay decreases bellow a setting value
[1, 24]. Relay settings are determined through a range of short circuit studies using
the power system model and simulations of the worst-case fault conditions. Simpliﬁed
examples of a single-phase electrical circuit, with voltage source, load, and pre-fault
and faulted transmission line with neglected shunt susceptances are shown in Figs. 4
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Fig. 4. Equivalent circuit of transmission line during pre-fault condition
and 5, respectively. The conditions before the fault determine the impedance ”seen”
by the relay:
Zline = Rline + jXline, Rline  Xline (2.1)
Zload = Rload + jXload, Rload > Xload (2.2)
Zpre−fault =
Upre−fault
Ipre−fault
= Zline + Zload (2.3)
The distance relay operates on the principle of dividing the voltage and current pha-
sors to measure the impedance from the relay location to the fault. Condition in (2.1)
is due to highly inductive impedance of a transmission line, while condition in (2.2)
~
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Rload
Xload
U
mRline (1-m)Rline
Rfault
Fig. 5. Equivalent circuit of transmission line during fault condition
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is due to mostly resistive load characteristic. The impedance ”seen” by the relay at
the moment of the fault is given as:
Zfault = mZline + ((1−m)Zline + Zload)‖Rfault =
= mZline +
((1−m)Zline + Zload)Rfault
(1−m)Zline + Zload + Rfault (2.4)
Zfault =
Ufault
Ifault
≈ mZline + Rfault, Rfault  Rload (2.5)
The apparent impedance at the relay location is equal to the quotient of measured
phase voltage and current, according to (2.3) and (2.5). Graphical representation of
the measured impedance is usually shown in the complex, resistance-reactance or R-X
plane given in Fig. 6, where the origin of the plane represents the relay location and
the beginning of the protected line. For phase and ground faults which do not include
R
X
line characteristic 
Zline
Zload
Z
pre−fault
m*Zline
Rfault
Zfault
Fig. 6. Apparent impedance seen from relay location during pre-fault and fault condi-
tions
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any fault resistance, the impedance vector lies on the straight line representing the
transmission line characteristic impedance.
Comparing (2.3) and (2.5), the impedance measured at the relay location under
normal load conditions is generally signiﬁcantly higher than the impedance during
the fault, which usually includes arc and earth resistance. It depends on the fault
type and location in the system where it occurs. The apparent impedance also varies
with fault impedance, as well as impedance of equivalent sources and loads. However,
in real situations problem of detecting apparent impedance is not as simple as the
single-phase analysis given for simpliﬁed network and transmission line may suggest.
The interconnection of many transmission lines imposes a complex set of relay settings
[25, 26].
The impedance computed by the distance relay has to be compared against the
relay settings. Settings are deﬁned as the operating characteristics in the complex
R-X plane that enclose all faults along protected section and takes into account vary-
ing fault resistance. A distance relay is designed to operate whenever estimated
impedance remains within a particular area on the operating characteristic during
speciﬁed time interval.
Impedance relay characteristics for three protection zones are shown in Fig. 7,
where mho characteristic is designed for faults not including ground, while quadri-
lateral characteristic is designed for faults including ground. The mho operating
characteristic is a circle with the center in the middle of impedance of the protected
section. The quadrilateral operating characteristic is a polygon, where the resistive
reach is set to cover the desired level of ground fault resistance, but also to be far
enough from the minimum load impedance. The typical distance relaying algorithm
involves three sets of three zone characteristics for each phase-to-phase and phase-
to-ground fault. As long as voltages and currents are being acquired, the apparent
13
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Fig. 7. Mho and quadrilateral distance relay characteristics
impedance is estimated by assuming each of possible phase-to-phase and phase-to-
ground fault types. Selection of either mho or quadrilateral characteristic depends
on value of zero sequence current. An existence of zero sequence current indicates
ground fault and quadrilateral characteristic should be considered, otherwise fault
does not include ground and mho characteristic should be examined. When the oper-
ating characteristic has been chosen, the impedance is checked against all three sets
of individual settings. Depending on type and location of an actual fault, only the
corresponding apparent impedances will fall inside their operating characteristics.
E. Neural Networks
Generally, power systems are highly non-linear and large-scale systems, possess-
ing statistical nature and having subsystems whose model usually cannot easily be
identiﬁed. Quite often there is no suitable analytical technology to deal with this de-
gree of complexity and the number of computational possibilities is too high leading
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Fig. 8. The principle of Artiﬁcial Neural Networks
to unsatisfactory solutions. Presented problems can successfully be overcome using
artiﬁcial neural networks (ANNs).
It is generally known that all biological neural functions, including memory, are
stored in the very complex grids of neurons and their interconnections. Learning is
a process of acquiring data from the environment and establishing new neurons and
connections between neurons or the modiﬁcations of existing connections. An idea
of artiﬁcial neural networks, shown in Fig. 8, is to construct a small set of simple
artiﬁcial neurons and train them to capture general, usually complex and nonlinear,
relationships among the data. Neural networks are parallel implementations of non-
linear static or dynamic systems, and their numerous independent operations can be
executed simultaneously. The function of neural network is determined by structure
of neurons, connection strengths, and the type of processing performed at elements
or nodes. In classiﬁcation tasks, the output being predicted is a categorical variable,
while in regression problems the output is a quantitative variable. Neural network uses
individual examples, like set of inputs or input-output pairs, and appropriate train-
ing mechanism to periodically adjust the number of neurons and weights of neuron
interconnections to perform desired function. Afterwards, it possesses generalization
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ability, and can successfully accomplish mapping or classiﬁcation of input signals that
have not been presented in the training process.
The origin of neural networks theory began in the 1940s with the work of McCul-
loch and Pitts, who showed that networks with suﬃcient number of artiﬁcial neurons
could, in principle, compute any arithmetic or logical function [27]. They were fol-
lowed by Hebb, who presented a mechanism for learning in biological neurons [28].
The ﬁrst practical application of artiﬁcial neural networks came in the late 1950s,
when Rosenblatt invented the perceptron network and associated learning rule [29].
However, the basic perceptron network could solve only a limited class of problems.
Few years later Widrow and Hoﬀ introduced a new learning algorithm and used it
to train adaptive learning neural networks, with structure and capability similar to
the perceptron network [30]. In 1972 Kohonen [31] and Anderson [32] independently
developed new neural networks that can serve as memories, by learning association
between input and output vectors. Grossberg was investigating the self-organizing
neural networks, capable of performing error correction by themselves, without any
external help and supervision [33, 34]. In 1982, Hopﬁeld described the use of statis-
tical analysis to deﬁne the operation of a certain class of recurrent networks, which
could be used as an associative memory [35]. The backpropagation algorithm for
training multilayer perceptron neural networks was discovered in 1986 by Rumelhart
and McClelland [36, 37]. Radial basis function networks was invented in 1988 by
Broomhend and Lowe as an alternative to multilayer perceptron networks [38]. In
the 1990s, Vapnik invented support vector machines - powerful class of supervised
learning networks [39]. In the last ﬁfteen years theoretical and practical work in the
area of neural networks has been rapidly growing.
Neural networks are used in a broad range of applications, including pattern clas-
siﬁcation, function approximation, data compression, associative memory, optimiza-
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tion, prediction, nonlinear system modeling, and control. They are applied to a wide
variety of problems in many ﬁelds including aerospace, automotive, banking, chem-
istry, defense, electronics, engineering, entertainment, ﬁnance, games, manufacturing,
medical, oil and gas, robotics, speech, securities, telecommunications, transportation.
Generally, there are three categories of artiﬁcial neural networks: feedforward,
feedback and competitive learning. In the feedforward networks the outputs are com-
puted directly from the inputs, and no feedback is involved. Recurrent networks are
dynamical systems and have feedback connections between outputs and inputs. In
the competitive learning networks the outputs are computed based on some measure
of distance between the inputs and actual outputs. Feedforward networks are used for
pattern recognition and function approximation, recurrent networks are used as asso-
ciative memories and for optimization problems, and competitive learning networks
are used for pattern classiﬁcation.
Pattern recognition or classiﬁcation is learning with categorical outputs [40]. Cat-
egories are symbolic values assigned to the patterns and connect the pattern to the
speciﬁc event which that pattern represents. Categorical variables take only a ﬁnite
number of possible values. The union of all regions where given category is predicted
is known as the decision region for that category. In pattern classiﬁcation the main
problem is estimation of decision regions between the categories that are not per-
fectly separable in the pattern space. Neural network learning techniques for pattern
recognition can be classiﬁed into two broad categories: unsupervised and supervised
learning. During supervised learning desired set of outputs is presented together with
the set of inputs, and each input is associated with corresponding output. In this
case, neural network learns matching between inputs and desired outputs (targets),
by adjusting the network weights so as to minimize the error between the desired and
actual network outputs over entire training set. However, during unsupervised learn-
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ing, desired outputs are not known or not taken into account, and network learns to
identify similarity or inner structure of the input patterns, by adjusting the network
weights until similar inputs start to produce similar outputs.
The most commonly used type of feedforward neural networks is Multilayer Per-
ceptron (MLP) [41]. It has multiple layers of parallel neurons, typically one or more
hidden layers with inner product of the inputs, weights and biases and nonlinear trans-
fer functions, followed by an output layer with inner product of the inputs, weights
and biases and linear/nonlinear transfer functions, shown in Fig. 9. Use of nonlin-
ear transfer functions allows the network to learn complex nonlinear relationships
between input and output data.
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Fig. 9. The structure of Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) neural network
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Competitive or Self-Organized neural networks try to identify natural groupings
of data from a large data set through clustering. The aim of clustering is to allocate
input patterns into much smaller number of groups called clusters, such that each pat-
tern is assigned to unique cluster. Clustering is the process of grouping the data into
groups or clusters so that objects within a cluster have high similarity in comparison
to one another, but are dissimilar to objects in other clusters. Two widely used clus-
tering algorithms are K-means [42] where the number of clusters is given in advance,
and ISODATA where the clusters are allocated incrementally [43]. The Competitive
networks learn to recognize the groups or clusters of similar input patterns, each
having members that are as much alike as possible. The similarity between input
patterns is estimated by some distance measure, usually by the Euclidean distance.
Neural network neurons are cluster centers deﬁned as prototypes of input patterns
encountered by the clusters. During learning, each prototype becomes sensitive and
triggered by a diﬀerent domain of input patterns. When learning is completed a
set of prototypes represents the structure of input data [44, 45, 46]. For supervised
classiﬁcation, each cluster belongs to one of existing categories, and number of neu-
ral network outputs corresponds to desired number of categories, determined by the
given classiﬁcation task.
The Competitive Learning network consists of two layers. The ﬁrst layer performs
a correlation between the input pattern and the prototypes. The second, output
layer performs a competition between the prototypes to determine a winner that
indicates which prototype is best representative of the input pattern. The associate
learning rule [32, 31] is used to adapt the weights in a competitive network, and
typical examples are the Hebb [28] in (2.6) and Kohonen rule [47] in (2.7). In Hebb
rule, winning prototype wij is adjusted by moving toward the product of input xi
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and output yj with learning rate α
wij(k) = wij(k − 1) + αxi(k)yj(k) (2.6)
In Kohonen rule, the winning prototype wij is moved toward the input xi
wij(k) = wij(k−1)+α(xi(k)−wij(k−1)), for i = min
i
‖xi(k)−wij(k − 1)‖ (2.7)
Typical example of Competitive Learning networks is Vector Quantization (VQ)
network [48, 49], where the prototype closest to the input pattern is moved toward
that pattern. Competitive Learning networks are eﬃcient adaptive classiﬁers, but
they suﬀer from certain problems. The ﬁrst problem is that the choice of learning
rate forces a trade-oﬀ between the speed of learning and stability of the prototypes.
The second problem occurs when clusters are close together such that they may over-
lap and encompass patterns already encountered by other clusters. The third problem
is that occasionally an initial prototype is located so far from any input pattern that
it never wins the competition, and therefore never learns. Finally, a competitive layer
always has as many clusters as neurons. This may not be acceptable for some appli-
cations when the number of clusters cannot be estimated in advance. Some of the
problems discussed can be solved by the Self-Organized-Feature-Map (SOFM) net-
works [50, 51, 47, 52, 48] and Learning Vector Quantization (LVQ) networks [53, 54].
Self-Organized-Feature-Maps learn to capture both the distribution, as competitive
layers do, and topology of the input vectors. Learning Vector Quantization networks
try to improve Vector Quantization networks by adapting the prototypes using su-
pervised learning. Mentioned Competitive Learning networks, like many other types
of neural network learning algorithms, suﬀer from a problem of unstable learning,
usually called the stability/plasticity dilemma. If a learning algorithm is plastic or
sensitive to novel inputs, then it becomes unstable and with certain degree forgets
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prior learning. Stability-plasticity problem has been solved by the Adaptive Reso-
nance Theory (ART) neural networks, which adapts itself to new inputs, without
destroying past training.
ART neural network is a modiﬁed type of competitive learning, used in the Gross-
berg network [33, 34], and has unique concept in discovering the most representative
positions of prototypes in the pattern space [3, 55, 56, 57]. Similarly to SOFM and
LVQ networks, the prototype positions are dynamically updated during presentation
of input patterns [48]. However, contrary to SOFM and LVQ, the initial number
of clusters and cluster centers are not speciﬁed in advance, but the clusters are al-
located incrementally, if presented pattern is suﬃciently diﬀerent from all existing
prototypes. Therefore, ART networks are sensitive to the order of presentation of the
input patterns. The main advantage of ART network is an ability to self-adjust the
underlying number of clusters. This oﬀers ﬂexible neural network structure that can
handle an inﬁnite stream of input data, because their cluster prototype units con-
tain implicit representation of all the input patterns previously encountered. Since
ART architectures are capable of continuous learning with non-stationary inputs, the
on-line learning feature may be easily appended.
The ART architecture, shown in Fig. 10, consists of input, hidden, and output
layers and their speciﬁc interconnections: hidden to output layer activations, output
to hidden layer expectations, the mismatch detection subsystem and gain control.
The key innovation of ART is the use of expectation or resonance, where each input
pattern is presented to the network and compared with the prototype that it most
closely matches. When an input pattern is presented to the network, it is normalized
and multiplied by cluster prototypes, i.e. weights in the hidden-output layer. Then,
a competition is performed at output layer to determine which cluster prototype is
closest to the input pattern. The output layer employs a ”winner-take-all” compe-
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Fig. 10. The structure of Adaptive Resonance Theory (ART) neural network
tition, leaving only one unit with non-zero response. Thus, input pattern activates
one of the cluster prototypes. When a prototype in output layer is activated, it is
reproduced as an expectation at the hidden layer. Hidden layer then performs a com-
parison between the expectation and the input pattern, and the degree of their match
is determined. If match is adequate (resonance does occur) the pattern is added to
the winning cluster and its prototype is updated by moving toward input pattern.
When the expectation and the input pattern are not closely matched (resonance does
not occur), the mismatch is detected and causes a reset in the output layer. This reset
signal disables the current winning cluster, and the current expectation is removed
to allow learning of new cluster. In this way, previously learned prototypes are not
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aﬀected by new learning. The amount of mismatch required for a reset is determined
by the controlled gain or vigilance parameter that deﬁnes how well the current input
should match a prototype of the winning cluster. The set of input patterns contin-
ues to be applied to the network until the weights converge, and stable clusters are
formed. Obtained cluster prototypes generalize density of input space, and during
implementation have to be combined with the K-Nearest Neighbor (K-NN) or any
other classiﬁer for classiﬁcation of new patterns [40, 58].
There are many diﬀerent variations of ART available today. ART1 performs
unsupervised learning for binary input patterns [3], while ART2 is modiﬁed to han-
dle analog input patterns [55]. ART-2A is version of the ART2 with faster learning
enabled [59]. ART3 performs parallel searches of distributed prototypes in a hierar-
chical network structure [56]. ARTMAP is a supervised version of ART1 [57]. There
are also many other neural networks derived from mentioned basic ART structures.
F. Fuzzy Logic
Power systems are large, complex, broadly distributed systems, inﬂuenced by
unexpected events. The mathematical formulations of power systems and related
events are derived under restrictive assumptions and allow many uncertainties. The
system model is not often available, and its operations are based on many vague
constraints and multiple conﬂicting objectives. Computational burden for solving
such system using conventional techniques becomes signiﬁcant. The experience of
human experts can be represented as functional knowledge in terms of heuristic rules.
Consequently, fuzzy logic is the technique which can successfully handle imprecise,
vague of ”fuzzy” information present in power systems.
The term fuzzy logic has been used in two diﬀerent senses. In a narrow sense,
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fuzzy logic is a logical system that generalizes classical two-valued logic, which is
an extension of multivalued logic for reasoning under uncertainty. In a broad sense,
fuzzy logic is the theory of fuzzy sets as a generalization of conventional set theory,
by introducing graded membership and relates to sets with soft boundaries [60].
Fuzzy set theory derives from the fact that almost all natural classes and con-
cepts are fuzzy rather than crisp in nature. Fuzzy logic systems provide an excellent
framework to model uncertainty and imprecision in human reasoning with the use of
linguistic variables with membership functions.
Fuzzy logic was motivated by two objectives. First, it aims to mitigate diﬃ-
culties in developing and analyzing complex systems encountered by conventional
mathematical tools. Second, it is motivated by observing that human reasoning can
utilize concepts and knowledge that do not have well-deﬁned, sharp boundaries. The
concept of fuzzy-set theory can serve as an interface between a linguistic (qualitative)
and numeric (quantitative) variables. It provides an eﬃcient solution for modeling
complex systems that involve numeric variables and qualitative description.
With conventional probabilistic and deterministic classiﬁers, the features char-
acterizing the input data are quantitative (numerical) in nature. Impreciseness or
ambiguity in such data may arise from various sources, like measuring instrument er-
ror, noise, etc. For these reasons, it may become convenient to use linguistic variables
in order to describe feature information. In such cases, it is not appropriate to give
an exact numerical representation to uncertain feature data. Rather, it is reasonable
to represent uncertain feature information by fuzzy subsets. Fuzzy set theory uses
linguistic variables, rather than quantitative variables, to represent uncertainty. A
linguistic variable enables its value to be described both qualitatively by a linguistic
term and quantitatively by a corresponding membership function. Fuzzy logic can be
used to easily translate heuristic reasoning and knowledge from qualitative descrip-
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tions to quantitative descriptions. It has two important components: fuzzy rules and
membership functions.
Fuzzy logic is conceptually easy to understand, because the mathematical con-
cepts of fuzzy reasoning are very simple. It is tolerant of imprecise data and can
handle ambiguity. It can model nonlinear functions of arbitrary complexity. Fuzzy
logic can be built using the experience of experts, and can resolve conﬂicting objec-
tives. It is ﬂexible and is relatively easy to implement.
The idea of fuzzy set theory was introduced in 1965 by Zadeh as a new approach
to represent vagueness in everyday life [61]. The concept of fuzzy sets is the idea
of grade of membership. The ﬁrst work on the application of fuzzy set theory to
pattern classiﬁcation was given in 1966 by Belman, Kalaba and Zadeh, where the
problem of pattern classiﬁcation was formulated as the problem of interpolation of the
membership function of a fuzzy set [62]. A cluster analysis based on concept of a fuzzy
partition was given in 1970 by Rupini [63]. Fuzzy clustering algorithms, the Fuzzy
ISODATA, and the Fuzzy C-Means algorithms, were introduced by Dunn in 1973 [64].
During the same year Bezdek introduced the ﬁrst cluster validity measure for fuzzy
partitions generated by Fuzzy C-Means [65]. The fuzzy K-Nearest Neighborhood
algorithm was developed in 1985 by Keller [66]. In 1989, Gath and Geva developed
an approach for assessing the number of clusters using a performance based validity
criteria [67]. The theory of fuzzy sets has been applied to ART neural networks to
develop their fuzzy analogies, including Fuzzy ART [68] and Fuzzy ARTMAP [69].
Fuzzy models attempt to capture and quantify nonrandom imprecision. The
sets of realistic objects do not have precisely deﬁned membership. Conventional or
crisp sets contain objects that satisfy precise properties required for membership.
Fuzzy sets, on the other hand, contain objects that satisfy imprecise properties to
varying degrees. Fuzziness describes event ambiguity and is a type of deterministic
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uncertainty. It measures the degree to which an event occurs, not whether it occurs.
A fuzzy set is a set without a crisp, clearly deﬁned boundary, but with smooth
boundaries. Fuzzy set theory generalizes classical set theory to allow partial or gradual
membership. Fuzzy sets provide a natural way of dealing with problems in which the
source of imprecision is the absence of sharply deﬁned criteria of class membership
rather than the presence of random variables. It directly addresses the limitation of
classical sets that always have sharp boundaries, by allowing membership in a set
to be a matter of degree. The notion of membership in fuzzy sets thus becomes
a matter of degree, which is a number between 0 and 1. A membership degree
of 0 represents complete nonmembership, while membership degree of 1 represents
complete membership. This way, a smooth and gradual transition from the regions
outside the set to those in the set can be described.
A membership function is a curve that deﬁnes how each point in the input space
is mapped to a membership value between 0 and 1. The membership function value
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measures the degrees to which objects satisfy imprecisely deﬁned properties. Fig. 11
clearly illustrates the membership functions for a crisp set and for a fuzzy set. Mostly
used shapes for membership functions are triangular, trapezoidal, piecewise linear and
Gaussian.
Let U be the universal set. Each crisp set A of U can be described by a charac-
teristic function of a membership function
µA : U → {0, 1}, u ∈ U (2.8)
where µA is 1 if u ∈ A, and 0 otherwise. Conventional set theory allows the statement
to have only one of two truth values: true or false, usually written 1 or 0. A fuzzy
set B of U is described by its membership function
µB : U → [0, 1], u ∈ U (2.9)
where µB expresses the degree in which the element u belongs to B, and is called a
degree of membership. Fuzzy set theory is a natural generalization of conventional
set theory by allowing variables to have degree of truth. A fuzzy set is characterized
by a membership function µF (x) which takes only values in an interval. Crisp set is
a special case of fuzzy set where the degrees of membership of the elements take only
values 0 and 1.
Conventional logic uses intersection, union and complement operations, and any
relationship can be described by combinations of these operators. However, in fuzzy
logic, union, intersection and complement are deﬁned in terms of their membership
functions.
A fuzzy logic system usually maps crisp inputs into crisp outputs, and in such
case contains four major components: fuzziﬁcation, rules, inference engine and de-
fuzziﬁcation. Fuzziﬁcation converts input data into suitable linguistic values which
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may be viewed as labels of fuzzy sets. If-then rule statements are used to formulate
the conditional statements that comprise fuzzy logic. The rules are a set of linguistic
statements based on expert knowledge, including experience and heuristics, instead
of detailed mathematical model. In the fuzzy inference engine, fuzzy logic principles
are used to combine fuzzy rules into a mapping from fuzzy input sets to fuzzy output
sets. The process of fuzzy inference involves: membership functions, fuzzy logic op-
erators, and if-then rules. Mathematically, fuzzy rule-based inference can be viewed
as an interpolation scheme because it enables the fusion of multiple fuzzy rules when
their conditions are all satisﬁed to a degree. Defuzziﬁcation produces a crisp output
from the fuzzy set that is the output of the inference engine.
The concept of fuzzy set ﬁts very naturally into the framework of pattern recog-
nition and copes with uncertainty in the feature space and classiﬁcation space. The
concept of fuzzy sets can be used at the feature level for representing input data as an
array of membership values denoting the degree of possession of certain properties.
At the classiﬁcation level, it can be used for representing category membership of
objects, and for providing a representation of missing information in terms of mem-
bership values. Therefore, fuzzy set theory can be used for handling of uncertainties
in various stages of pattern recognition. The central problem of pattern classiﬁcation
is the problem of interpolation of the membership functions and corresponds to the
problem of learning from examples in neural network theory.
Uncertainty in classiﬁcation or clustering of patterns may arise from the over-
lapping nature of the various categories. In conventional classiﬁcation techniques,
the process consists of assigning a pattern to belong to only one category, which is
neither true physically nor mathematically. Thus, feature vectors and the objects
they represent can and should be allowed to have degrees of membership in more
than one category. In the fuzzy-set approach, the category membership of a pattern
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is a fuzzy set, and a pattern does not necessarily belong to just one category. The
concept of fuzzy subsets oﬀers special advantages over conventional clustering by al-
lowing algorithms to assign each object a partial or distributed membership in each
of the clusters. This way, a smooth and gradual transition from the region inside the
set to those outside the set can be described.
A fuzzy classiﬁer is any classiﬁer which uses fuzzy sets either during its training
or during its operation. In the classiﬁer design, various situations can be present:
input data having fuzzy labels, classiﬁer outputs having fuzzy labels, and models
that are fuzzy producing crisp output labels.
Fuzzy classiﬁers are needed because in some problems there is insuﬃcient infor-
mation to properly implement classical methods. Furthermore, not only the category
label of an object may be needed but also some additional information. The charac-
teristics of objects or category labels are conveniently represented in terms of fuzzy
sets. Moreover fuzzy set theory gives a mathematical tool for including and processing
expert opinions about classiﬁcation decisions, features and objects.
Fuzzy logic technique may be used for introduction of Fuzzy K-Nearest Neighbors
classiﬁer that generalizes the simple non-fuzzy K-Nearest Neighbors classiﬁer, used
so far. Fuzzy classiﬁer can be combined with ART neural network and applied for
improved interpretation of neural network outputs.
G. Summary
The protective relaying in power systems aims to recognize the faults in power
network and initiate actions required to clear the fault and protect the power net-
work equipment. The protective relaying problems were solved in the past using
conventional techniques with many limitations. This dissertation proposes a new
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approach based on pattern recognition and utilization of artiﬁcial intelligence tech-
niques: neural networks and fuzzy logic. Neural networks and fuzzy systems are
similar in the sense that they both gain their generalization ability by learning from
prior experience. Neural networks acquire knowledge through training, while fuzzy
system collects the knowledge through heuristic reasoning. Stored knowledge is set-
tled as a non-parametric model for estimating input-output functions, and produces
correct outputs despite severe variations of input signals.
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CHAPTER III
PREVIOUS WORK AND PROPOSED APPROACH
A. Introduction
This chapter addresses previous work of particular interest for the new protec-
tion approach proposed by this dissertation, and brieﬂy outlines new approach as
well. First section summarizes neural network and fuzzy logic applications developed
so far for protective relaying of transmission lines. In the next section one peculiar
protection approach based on special type of neural network is particularly empha-
sized, and used as a foundation for the novel approach that has to be developed. The
design steps of that new approach are given in the last section, and will be studied
in detail in following chapters.
B. Neural Networks and Fuzzy Logic Applications for Protective Relaying
The use of artiﬁcial intelligence techniques for protective relaying has been very
attractive in recent years. Neural networks and fuzzy logic [70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75,
76, 77] have been used to solve complex power system protection problems, par-
ticularly those where traditional approaches have diﬃculty in achieving the desired
speed, accuracy and selectivity. Numerous applications of neural networks were used
in the past intended to partially improve and substitute some of the standard relaying
functions used in protection of transmission lines, originally realized by conventional
techniques [78]. Typical functions that are comprised in the most important studies
are fault detection and classiﬁcation [79, 8, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86], fault direction
discrimination [87, 88, 89], fault characterization (section estimation) [90, 82, 91, 92],
adaptive relaying [93, 94], fault location [95, 96], autoreclosing [97, 98], fault analysis
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[99, 100, 101], high impedance fault detection, alarm processing, disturbance detection
and classiﬁcation, etc. The applications are mainly based on widely used Multilayer
Perceptron (MLP) feed-forward networks [102, 99, 79, 87, 90, 97, 95, 98, 80, 93, 81,
82, 101, 83, 96, 84, 91, 85], and in recent years on Radial Basis Function (RBF)
[103, 99, 81, 85, 86, 92], Self-Organizing Maps (SOM) [48, 81, 94], Learning Vector
Quantization (LVQ) [48, 81], Adaptive Resonance Theory (ART) [55, 8, 100], Re-
current [104, 88], Counterpropagation [105, 81], and Finite Impulse Response neural
networks [106, 89]. Moreover, various fuzzy logic techniques have been used for fault
detection and classiﬁcation [107, 82], fault characterization, fault location [108], fault
analysis [109], and disturbance detection and classiﬁcation. An overview of neural
networks and fuzzy logic utilization for main power system protection and monitoring
functions is given in Table I.
The beneﬁt of all utilized techniques in improving protection performance is
demonstrated mostly only through the simulations. The development of their prac-
tical hardware and software implementation is still at the beginning. A comparison
of proposed approach with the classical relaying techniques is rarely provided, even
at the simulation level. Consequently, further studies are needed to enhance theoret-
ical and application sides of the artiﬁcial intelligence concepts used for solving power
system protection problems.
C. Previous Protection Approach
The speciﬁc nature of the real-time transmission line fault detection, classiﬁca-
tion and characterization tasks imposes important conditions for selection of neural
network structure and learning strategies, because of several reasons:
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Table I. Overview of neural networks and fuzzy logic applications for protective relay-
ing
Neural Networks Fuzzy
Function MLP RBF SOFM, LVQ ART Others Logic
[110] [111] [112] [113] [114] [92] [85] [115] [81] [100] [116] [89] [81] [111] [84]
Fault Detection [79] [84] [117] [118] [119] [86] [81] [120] [121] [7] [107] [119]
and [122] [80] [123] [124] [85] [9] [8] [123] [82]
Classiﬁcation [125] [126] [83] [127] [81]
[128] [129] [130] [120] [82]
Fault Direction [131] [132] [126] [87] [133] [131] [89] [134]
Discrimination [135] [101] [88]
Fault [136] [137] [90] [117] [119] [138] [139] [7] [9] [138] [139]
Characterization [126] [140] [141] [142] [91] [143] [143]
Adaptive [94] [144] [145] [93] [146] [94] [147] [148]
Relaying [149] [150] [151] [152] [153] [154]
[155] [156] [96] [157] [84] [92] [158] [158] [84] [108]
Fault Location [159] [119] [160] [158] [161] [86] [119]
[95] [162] [91] [163]
Autoreclosing [98] [79] [97] [164] [165] [89]
[166]
High Impedance [167] [168]
Fault Detection
Fault [169] [99] [170] [128] [99] [121] [7] [109] [171]
Analysis [9] [8]
Alarm [172] [173] [174]
Processing
Disturbance [175] [176] [177] [178] [177] [178]
Detection and
Classiﬁcation
• large number of neural network inputs due to high dimensionality of pattern
vectors constructed by taking samples of 3-phase voltages and currents in a
given data window;
• large number of neural network outputs due to the given classiﬁcation task of
detecting the exact fault type and protection section where fault has occurred;
• large number of training patterns due to a variety of power network fault and
disturbance events, and operating modes.
Whenever the number of neural network inputs, outputs and training patterns
is signiﬁcantly high as in this particular case, typically used MLP neural networks
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face a problem of selecting number of hidden layers and neurons in each layer, and
selecting the appropriate learning rate. Training of these networks is computationally
demanding and time consuming, and very easily converges to a local minimum, usually
very far from the global minimum. Furthermore, retraining of this type of network
with new training data is rather involved, and requires repetition of entire training
procedure for updated input set.
Instead of using MLP neural network, a special type of self-organized neural
network that belongs to the group of Adaptive Resonance Theory (ART) networks
was proposed. ART neural network technique had been implemented for power system
security assessment purposes [166]. Later, the same idea was utilized for transmission
line fault analysis, including fault classiﬁcation and characterization [7, 8], and post-
mortem study of fault events [9].
Although used version of the ART algorithm oﬀered many advantages, certain
deﬁciencies have been observed. They include relatively small number of training
and test patterns that correspond only to basic fault events and narrow choice of
fault parameters, insuﬃcient and not tuned preprocessing of input signals, somewhat
ineﬀective supervised learning, simple interpretation of neural network output signals,
and absence of self-learning capabilities after completed oﬀ-line training procedure.
D. Proposed Protection Approach
New approach relies on the same basic principle as the previous approach [7, 8, 9],
where ART neural network is applied to the samples of measured signals. However,
previous approach needs to be improved by specifying and implementing advanced
concepts in algorithm oﬀ-line and on-line learning, input signal preprocessing and
fuzzyﬁcation of neural network outputs. Moreover, comprehensive algorithm training
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and evaluation has to be performed for realistic sets of various power system scenarios,
and compared with classical relaying solution, and other alternative solutions based
on neural network. The new approach can be summarized through the following
steps:
• Develop a new neuro-fuzzy based pattern recognition approach applied directly
to the samples of measurement signals to produce fault detection, classiﬁcation
and characterization in real-time;
• Implement training and test procedures of ART neural network algorithm using
suitable software tool for numerical modeling and simulation;
• Select and implement suitable power network model and relevant set of the
power system fault and disturbance events using appropriate software for sim-
ulating power system transients;
• Propose a new interactive simulation environment for interfacing neural network
based relay model and complex power network scenarios, beforehand realized
in diﬀerent simulation programs;
• Perform algorithm training and testing based on power system simulation re-
sults and assigned classiﬁcation tasks;
• Study algorithm sensitivity versus various neural network input signal prepro-
cessing steps: selection of measurement quantities, sampling frequency, data
window, and scaling ratio between voltage and current samples;
• Implement interpolation among the outputs of trained neural network by using
pertinent fuzzy decision rule and optimizing the adjustable parameters;
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• Improve the concept of supervised learning during training procedure to remove
sporadically biased evolving of neural network structure;
• Implement neural network algorithm on-line learning through dynamical adap-
tation to diﬀerent operating modes of power system;
• Develop and implement protection algorithms based on previous ART approach,
widely used MLP neural network and impedance based distance relay to be used
for comparison with the proposed ART solution.
E. Summary
Numerous applications of neural networks and fuzzy logic have been implemented
so far for protective relaying of transmission lines. The applications cover all relaying
functions, and use various types of neural networks and fuzzy logic methods as well.
One speciﬁc approach, based on ART neural network and implemented for fault de-
tection, classiﬁcation and characterization, has been found to be particularly suitable
to serve as a foundation of new approach. Newly deﬁned approach introduces sev-
eral advanced concepts to overcome deﬁciencies observed in the previous approach,
and is expected to signiﬁcantly improve performance of the most signiﬁcant relaying
functions.
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CHAPTER IV
NEURAL NETWORK ALGORITHM
A. Introduction
This chapter presents ART neural network pattern recognition algorithm. First
section discusses very important feature of proposed neural network - the inherent
adaptivity of its structure. Moreover, an extensive description of a training of neural
network by utilizing unsupervised and supervised learning stages is provided in second
and third sections. The training steps are illustrated in fourth section using suitable
Training Demo applied to a simpliﬁed real problem. Fifth section explains the imple-
mentation of trained neural network, and speciﬁes the decision rule for interpreting
neural network outputs.
B. The Adaptive Neural Network Structure
The proposed neural network does not have a typical predetermined structure
with speciﬁed number of neurons, but rather an adaptive structure with self-evolving
neurons. The structure depends only upon the characteristics and presentation order
of the patterns in input data set. The diagram of complete procedure of neural
network training is shown in Fig. 12.
The training consists of numerous iterations of alternating unsupervised and su-
pervised learning stages, suitably combined to achieve maximum eﬃciency. Groups
of similar patterns are allocated into clusters, deﬁned as hyper-spheres in a multi-
dimensional space, where the space dimension is determined by the length of input
patterns. The neural network initially uses unsupervised learning with unlabelled
input patterns to form fugitive clusters. It tries to discover pattern density by their
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Fig. 12. Combined unsupervised and supervised neural network learning
groupings into clusters, and to estimate cluster prototypes that can serve as proto-
types of typical input patterns. The category labels are then assigned to the clusters
during the supervised learning stage. The tuning parameter called threshold param-
eter, controls the cluster’s size and hence the number of generated clusters, and is
being consecutively decreased during iterations. If threshold parameter is high, many
diﬀerent patterns can then be incorporated into one cluster, and this leads to a small
number of coarse clusters. If threshold parameter is low, only very similar patterns
activate the same cluster, and this leads to a large number of ﬁne clusters.
After training, the cluster centers serve as neural network neurons and repre-
sent typical pattern prototypes. The structure of prototypes solely depends on the
density of input patterns. Each training pattern has been allocated into a single clus-
ter, while each cluster contains one or more similar input patterns. A prototype is
centrally located in the respective cluster, and is either identical to one of the actual
patterns or a synthesized prototype from encountered patterns. A category label that
symbolizes a group of clusters with a common symbolic characteristic is assigned to
each cluster, meaning that each cluster belongs to one of existing categories. The
number of categories corresponds to the desired number of neural network outputs,
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determined by the given classiﬁcation task. During implementation of trained net-
work, distances between each new pattern and established prototypes are calculated,
and using K-Nearest Neighbor classiﬁer the most representative category amongst
nearest prototypes is assigned to the pattern [58].
C. Unsupervised Learning
The initial data set, containing all the patterns, is ﬁrstly processed using unsu-
pervised learning realized as a modiﬁed ISODATA clustering algorithm. During this
stage patterns are presented without their category labels. The initial guess of the
number of cluster and their positions is not speciﬁed in advance, but only a strong dis-
tance measure between cluster prototypes is speciﬁed using the threshold parameter.
Unsupervised learning consists of two steps: initialization and stabilization phases.
The initialization phase, shown in Fig. 13, incrementally iterates all the patterns
and establishes initial cluster structure based on similarity between the patterns. The
entire pattern set is presented only once. Since the number of cluster prototypes is
not speciﬁed, training starts by forming the ﬁrst cluster with only ﬁrst input pat-
tern assigned. A cluster is formed by deﬁning a hyper-sphere located at the cluster
center, with radius equal to the actual value of threshold parameter. New clusters
are formed incrementally whenever a new pattern, rather dissimilar to all previously
presented patterns, appears. Otherwise, the pattern is allocated into cluster with the
most similar patterns. The similarity is measured by calculating the Euclidean dis-
tance between a pattern and existing prototypes. Presentation of each input pattern
updates a position of exactly one cluster prototype. Whenever an input pattern is
presented, cluster prototypes that serve as neurons compete among themselves. Each
pattern is compared to all existing prototypes and winning prototype with minimum
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distance to the pattern is selected. If winning prototype passes vigilance or similarity
test, meaning that it does satisfactory match the pattern, the pattern is assigned to
the cluster of winning prototype and cluster is updated by adding that pattern to
the cluster. Otherwise, if winning prototype fails vigilance test, a new cluster with
prototype identical to the pattern is being added. The entire procedure continues
until all patterns are examined. Initialization phase does not reiterate, and although
the clusters change their positions during incremental presentation of the patterns,
already presented patterns are not able to change the clusters. Consequently, the
ﬁnal output of the initialization phase is a set of unstable clusters. Since initializa-
tion phase does not reiterate the patterns, stabilization phase is needed to reﬁne the
number and positions of the clusters.
Stabilization phase shown in Fig. 14 is being reiterated numerous times until a
stable cluster structure is obtained, when none of the patterns exchange the clusters
during single iteration. Stabilization phase starts with presenting all the patterns
again. Each pattern is compared again to all existing prototypes, and winning pro-
totype is selected. If for an actual pattern a winning prototype fails vigilance test, a
new cluster is formed and the previous winning prototype is updated by erasing the
pattern from that cluster. If for the pattern happens that the winning prototype is
identical in two consecutive iterations and passes vigilance test, the learning does not
occur since the pattern has not recently changed the cluster. Otherwise, if winning
prototypes are diﬀerent in the current and previous iteration, the pattern is moved to
the current winning cluster and its prototype is updated by adding the pattern, while
the previous winning prototype is updated by erasing the pattern from corresponding
cluster. The stabilization phase is completed when all clusters retain all their patterns
after single iteration.
Unsupervised learning produces a set of stable clusters, including homogenous
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Table II. Unsupervised learning
Step Action
0 J is the length of input pattern, I is the number of training patterns, L is the
number of clusters or neurons, nl is the number of patterns that belong to the
cluster l. xi = [xi1, xi2, . . . , xiJ ] is i-th input pattern and xij is j-th feature of
the i-th input pattern, and wl = [wl1, wl2, . . . , wlJ ] is a prototype of l-th cluster.
1 Set: i = 1, L = 0, nl = 0.
2 Form new cluster: wL+1 = xi, nL+1 = 1, L = L + 1.
3 Set: i = i + 1,
If i > I go to Step 7;
If i ≤ I go to Step 4.
4 Compute the Euclidean distance dl between pattern i and prototype of the
cluster l:
dl =
√
(wl − xi)(wl − xi)T for l = 1, 2, . . . , L;
Find winning prototype p for which dp = min
l
dl.
5 Compare minimum distance dp to threshold parameter ρ:
If dp > ρ go to Step 2;
If dp ≤ ρ go to Step 6.
6 Pattern i is assigned to the cluster p, and winning prototype is updated:
wp =
np
np + 1
wp +
1
np + 1
xi, np = np + 1, go to Step 3.
7 Set i = 0, every pattern is presented again.
8 Set: i = i + 1,
If i > I go to Step 13;
If i ≤ I go to Step 9.
9 Pattern i currently belongs to the cluster q. Compute the Euclidean distance dl
between pattern i and prototype of the cluster l:
dl =
√
(wl − xi)(wl − xi)T for l = 1, 2, . . . , L;
Find winning prototype p for which dp = min
l
dl.
10 If dp > ρ go to Step 11 to form new cluster;
If p = q and dp ≤ ρ go to Step 12 to change the cluster for pattern i;
If p = q and dp ≤ ρ go to Step 8, because learning does not occur for pattern i.
11 Form new cluster L + 1, and update previous winning prototype q:
wL+1 = xi, nL+1 = 1, L = L + 1;
wq =
nq
nq − 1wq −
1
nq − 1xi, nq = nq − 1, go to Step 13.
12 Change cluster for pattern i and update new and previous winning prototypes
p and q:
wp =
np
np + 1
wp +
1
np + 1
xi, np = np + 1;
wq =
nq
nq − 1wq −
1
nq − 1xi, nq = nq − 1.
13 If in Steps 8-12 any pattern has changed its cluster membership go to Step 7,
otherwise unsupervised learning is completed.
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clusters, containing patterns of the identical category and non-homogenous clusters,
containing patterns of two or more categories. It requires relatively high computation
time due to a large number of iterations needed for convergence of the stabilization
phase. The steps of unsupervised learning, performed through initialization and sta-
bilization phases, are deﬁned through mathematical expressions in Table II.
D. Supervised Learning
During supervised learning, shown in Fig. 15, the category label is associated
with each input pattern allowing identiﬁcation and separation of homogenous and
non-homogenous clusters produced by unsupervised learning. Category labels are
assigned to the homogeneous clusters, and they are being added to the memory of
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Fig. 15. Supervised learning
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stored clusters, including their characteristics: prototype position, size, and category.
The patterns from homogeneous clusters are removed from further unsupervised-
supervised learning iterations. Set of remaining patterns, present in non-homogenous
clusters is transformed into new, reduced input data set and used in next iteration.
The convergence of learning process is eﬃciently controlled by the threshold param-
eter, being slightly decreased after each iteration. The learning is completed when
all the patterns are grouped into homogeneous clusters. Contrary to slow-converging
unsupervised learning, supervised learning is relatively fast because it does not need
to iterate.
One interesting phenomenon has been observed during supervised learning stage.
Whenever allocated clusters with diﬀerent categories mutually overlap, certain num-
ber of their patterns may fall in overlapping regions. In previous ART version, here
named ART1 [7, 8, 9, 14, 11, 10], although each of such patterns has been nominally
assigned to the nearest cluster, their presence in clusters of other category leads to
questionable validity of those clusters. One typical example of a small set of training
patterns and obtained clusters is given in Fig. 16a, where many of the patterns are
members of two clusters with diﬀerent categories. The ambiguity can be solved by
redeﬁning supervised learning and introducing ART2 with imposed restricted condi-
tion for identiﬁcation of homogeneous clusters [12]. ART2 revises supervised learning
by requiring the homogeneous cluster to encompass patterns of exactly one category.
Therefore, both subsets of patterns, one assigned to the cluster, and other encom-
passed by the cluster although assigned to any other cluster, are taken into account
during supervised learning. Consequently, ART2 allows overlapping between the clus-
ters of diﬀerent categories only if there are no patterns in overlapping regions. For
the same set of training patterns, ART2 produces ﬁner graining of cluster structure,
noticeable in Fig. 16b.
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ART1 ART2
Fig. 16. Comparison of cluster structures generated by ART1 and ART2
E. Training Demo
The transformation of input patterns into clusters during unsupervised and su-
pervised learning procedures will be demonstrated using convenient Training Demo
applied on a simpliﬁed real problem, but with retention of all its main characteristics.
Simpliﬁcation is based on reduced number of training patterns, which belong to only
three categories. The pattern length is selected to be only two allowing the pattern
and cluster representation in a two dimensional graph. Training patterns, shown in
Fig. 17, are generated by simulating three types of ground faults, combined with six
values of fault distance, three values of fault impedance and ﬁfteen values of fault
inception angle. Total number of presented patterns is 3×6×3×15 = 810. Patterns
are built by using one sample per phase from two phase currents, few sampling time
steps after fault has occurred. The symbols used for showing the patterns correspond
to diﬀerent types of the fault.
The outcome of the Training Demo after single initialization phase is shown
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Fig. 17. Training Demo: set of categorized training patterns
in Fig. 18. Since pattern categories are not relevant during unsupervised learning
stage, patterns are shown using identical symbols. Cluster’s radii are determined
by the current value of the threshold parameter in a particular iteration. Most of
the patterns are grouped into clusters, although some patterns lie outside clusters.
Cluster prototypes move during presentation of input patterns. In Fig. 18, the traces
of moving cluster prototypes are also shown. The outcome of the Training Demo
after single stabilization phase is shown in Fig. 19. The positions of existing clusters
have been reﬁned, and few new clusters have been formed. Now, all patterns are
grouped into stable structure of clusters. The outcome of the Training Demo after
single supervised learning stage applied on the structure of clusters obtained by the
previous single unsupervised learning stage is shown in Fig. 20. Totally three clusters
have been identiﬁed as homogeneous, and they belong to two diﬀerent categories.
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Fig. 18. Training Demo: unsupervised learning - outcome of single initialization phase
Fig. 19. Training Demo: unsupervised learning - outcome of single stabilization phase
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homogeneous clusters 
Fig. 20. Training Demo: outcome of single unsupervised-supervised learning stage
Fig. 21. Training Demo: ﬁnal outcome of consecutive unsupervised-supervised learn-
ing stages
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After numerous unsupervised-supervised learning iterations, the ﬁnal structure
of homogeneous clusters and their prototypes is generated and shown in Fig. 21. Es-
tablished clusters have diﬀerent size, location, and category. During neural network
implementation the obtained cluster structure has to be employed as initial abstrac-
tion tool for the classiﬁcation of new patterns.
The outcomes of the Training Demo with applied previous and new condition
for supervised learning are shown in the Fig. 22. Introducing ART2 an overlapping
between the clusters is allowed only if there are no patterns in overlapping regions.
Comparing to ART1, ART2 is expected to produce more clusters, slightly reduced in
size, and with more consistent matching of the input space density.
ART1 ART2
Fig. 22. Training Demo: comparison of cluster structures obtained by ART1 and ART2
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F. Implementation
During implementation or testing of the trained neural network, new patterns
are classiﬁed according to their similarity to the cluster prototypes generated during
training. Classiﬁcation is performed by interpreting the outputs of trained neural
network through K-Nearest Neighbor (K-NN) classiﬁer [58]. The K-NN classiﬁer de-
termines the category of a new pattern based on the majority of represented categories
in prespeciﬁed small number of nearest clusters retrieved from the cluster structure
established during training. It requires only the number K that determines how many
neighbors have to be taken into account. K-NN classiﬁer seems to be very straight-
forward and is reasonably employed since the number of prototypes is signiﬁcantly
smaller then the number of patterns in the training set.
Fig. 23 shows an implementation of the trained neural network with the simplest
Nearest Neighbor classiﬁer, which is identical to K-NN for K = 1. With such choice
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Fig. 23. Implementation of trained neural network with Nearest Neighbor classiﬁer
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of K, the category of nearest prototype is assigned to the pattern, and that prototype
completely determines the pattern classiﬁcation. Presented technique has been widely
used so far for interpreting the outputs of ART neural network [7, 8, 9, 15, 14, 10].
G. Summary
Presented ART neural network based algorithm for pattern classiﬁcation is char-
acterized with self-organized structure and unique relationship between unsupervised
and supervised learning strategies. Unsupervised learning uses uncategorized input
patterns to form a set of fugitive clusters whose centers represent typical pattern
prototypes. During supervised learning, categories of patterns within clusters are
analyzed, homogeneous clusters are identiﬁed and added to the permanent set of
prototypes. However, previous version of supervised learning has been reasonably
modiﬁed to enhance generalization ability. During training, unsupervised and su-
pervised learning phases alternate unless all patterns are classiﬁed into homogeneous
clusters. Consequently, during implementation, new patterns are classiﬁed by inter-
preting the match between a pattern and established structure of prototypes using
K-Nearest Neighbor classiﬁer.
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CHAPTER V
FUZZYFICATION OF THE NEURAL NETWORK
A. Introduction
This chapter introduces new method, called classiﬁer, for interpreting neural net-
work outputs using fuzzy logic. First section studies the deﬁciency of previously used
non-fuzzy classiﬁer, and necessity for applying fuzzy logic. Mathematical description
of the non-fuzzy classiﬁer is provided in the second section. Non-fuzzy classiﬁer is
gradually extended by inserting the eﬀects of weighted distances and cluster size in
the third and fourth sections, respectively. In the ﬁfth section, both extensions are
merged and a new fuzzy classiﬁer is synthesized. Finally, in the sixth section the
concept of fuzzy classiﬁer is demonstrated and discussed using a Fuzzyfication Demo.
B. The Necessity for Applying Fuzzy Logic
The main advantage of K-NN classiﬁer introduced in Chapter IV is its compu-
tational simplicity, but substantial disadvantage is that each of the K neighboring
clusters is considered equally important in determining the category of the pattern
being classiﬁed, regardless of their size and distances to the pattern. Using such clas-
siﬁer, smooth and reliable boundaries between the categories cannot be established.
For instance, an unambiguous situation exists whenever a new pattern is very close
to only one of the prototypes, and intuitively has to be classiﬁed to the category of
that prototype. However, in reality the events are quite diverse. The corresponding
patterns might appear in unlabeled space between the clusters or in their overlapping
regions and be more or less similar to several prototypes located nearby and possibly
labeled with diﬀerent categories. One such example is shown in Fig. 24, where a small
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Fig. 24. Test pattern and the nearest clusters with diﬀerent category label, radius, and
distance to the pattern
portion of the cluster structure shown in Fig. 21 is enlarged.
Obviously, K-Nearest Neighbor classiﬁer used so far needs to be improved to
achieve better generalization for the patterns that correspond to a new set of events,
previously unseen during training, and conceivably dissimilar to any of existing pro-
totypes. The classiﬁcation of a new pattern may be redeﬁned, not only to be the
simple function of categories of the nearest clusters, but complex function composed
of their category, size, and distance to the pattern [11, 12]. A new approach can be
proposed by introducing the theory of fuzzy sets into the classiﬁer concept to develop
its fuzzy version [66], shown in Fig. 25. New classiﬁer is supposed to provide more
realistic classiﬁcation of new patterns.
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C. Crisp K-Nearest Neighbor Classiﬁer
Given a set of categorized clusters, the crisp or non-fuzzy K-NN classiﬁer deter-
mines the category of a new pattern xi based only on the categories of the K nearest
clusters
µc(xi) =
1
K
K∑
k=1
µc(wk) (5.1)
where wk is a prototype of cluster k, µc(wk) is membership degree of cluster k belong-
ing to category c, µc(xi) is membership degree of pattern xi belonging to category c.
i = 1, . . . , I; c = 1, . . . , C; k = 1, . . . , K; where I, K, and C are the numbers of pat-
terns, nearest neighbors, and categories, respectively. Given classiﬁer allows µc(wk)
to have only crisp values 0 or 1, depending on whether or not a cluster k belongs to
category c
µc(wk) =
⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
1 if cluster k belongs to category c
0 otherwise
(5.2)
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If two or more of K nearest clusters have the same category, then they add mem-
bership degrees to the cumulative membership value of that category. Finally, when
the contributions of all neighbors are encountered, the most representative category
is assigned to the pattern
g(xi) = max
c
µc(xi) (5.3)
where g(xi) is the category assigned to pattern xi, and c = 1, . . . , C. Thus the outputs
of a given neural network reﬂect diﬀerent categories of input events.
D. The Eﬀect of Weighted Distances
Initial enhancement of K-NN classiﬁer is introduction of weighted contribution
of each of the K neighbors according to their distance to a pattern, giving greater
weight to the closer neighbors. The distance dk(xi) is generally selected to be the
weighted Euclidean distance between pattern xi and prototype wk
dk(xi) = ‖xi −wk‖ 2m−1 (5.4)
where the parameter m ≥ 1 is fuzzyﬁcation variable and determines how heavily the
distance is weighted when calculating each neighbors’ contribution to the pattern cat-
egory membership. For choice of m = 2, calculated distance is identical to Euclidean
distance. Moreover, as m increases toward inﬁnity, the term ‖xi−wk‖ 2m−1 approaches
one regardless of the distance, and the neighbors are more evenly weighted. However,
as m decreases toward one, the closer neighbors are weighted more heavily than those
further away. If m ≈ 1 the algorithm behaves like crisp K-NN classiﬁer for K = 1.
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E. The Eﬀect of Cluster Size
Next improvement of K-NN classiﬁer is to insert fuzzy membership degree as
a measure of the cluster belonging to its own category. Apparently, there is no
meaningful reason why membership value µc(wk) must retain only a crisp value.
This dissertation proposes an original extension of crisp K-NN by considering size of
generated clusters in an original way. Since each cluster belongs exactly to one of the
categories, membership value µc(wk) may be redeﬁned to reﬂect the relative size of
the actual cluster k
µc(wk) =
⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
ρk if cluster k belongs to category c
0 otherwise
(5.5)
where µc(wk) is the membership degree of cluster k belonging to category c, and is
selected to be proportional to the radius of cluster k. The outcome is that the larger
neighboring clusters would contribute more than the smaller ones.
F. Fuzzy K-Nearest Neighbor Classiﬁer
The extensions proposed in (5.4) and (5.5) can now be used to deﬁne Fuzzy
K-NN classiﬁer that generalizes crisp K-NN classiﬁer given in (5.1). A new pattern
has to be classiﬁed based on the categories of K nearest clusters, their relative size
and weighted distances to the pattern. The Fuzzy K-NN classiﬁer calculates, using
superposition, a set of membership values µc(xi) of input pattern xi belonging to all
categories present in the K nearest clusters based on the following formula
µc(xi) =
K∑
k=1
µc(wk)
1
‖xi −wk‖ 2m−1
K∑
k=1
ρk
1
‖xi −wk‖ 2m−1
(5.6)
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where µc(wk) is given in (5.5). Finally, the pattern is assigned to the category with
the highest membership degree according to (5.3). The denominator in (5.6) uses ρk
for all K neighbors to normalize total membership value which must be equal to one.
Adaptive behavior of the classiﬁer can be attained by playing with parameters K and
m and selecting the best pair of values for a particular implementation. For K = 1,
both fuzzy and non-fuzzy classiﬁers become identical.
G. Fuzzyﬁcation Demo
Step-by-step evolution from a non-fuzzy to fuzzy classiﬁer is presented in Figs. 26-
28 for the set of clusters obtained by the Training Demo in Chapter IV and shown in
Fig. 21. In given ﬁgures, the eﬀects of weighted distances and clusters’ size are gradu-
ally introduced into fuzzy membership degree. The clusters are shown in their original
two-dimensional space, while their impact modeled through membership function is
represented in a third dimension.
First of all, Fig. 26 shows clusters’ impact without included eﬀects of cluster
size and distance to the points in the pattern space. In this case the parameters of
fuzzy classiﬁer are m = 1 and µc(wk) = 1, and such choice apparently corresponds
to a non-fuzzy classiﬁer. The eﬀect of weighted distances is introduced in Fig. 27,
but cluster size is not yet considered. In this situation fuzzy classiﬁer has parameters
m > 1 and µc(wk) = 1 and acts as weighted non-fuzzy classiﬁer. Merged eﬀects of
clusters’ size and distances to the points in a pattern space are shown in Fig. 28. The
ﬁgure shows the essence of intrinsic fuzzy classiﬁer, since the values of the parameters
are m > 1 and µc(wk) = ρk. The decision regions between the categories are deﬁned
by superposition of clusters’ membership functions using expressions (5.6) and (5.3).
The decision regions for a choice of parameter values K = 4 and m = 1.50 are
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Fig. 26. Fuzzyﬁcation Demo: K-Nearest Neighbor classiﬁer with equal contribution of
all prototypes
Fig. 27. Fuzzyﬁcation Demo: extended K-Nearest Neighbor classiﬁer with included
contribution of weighted distance from the prototypes
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Fig. 28. Fuzzyﬁcation Demo: Fuzzy K-Nearest Neighbor classiﬁer with included con-
tribution of cluster size and weighted distance from the prototypes
Fig. 29. Fuzzyﬁcation Demo: Category decision regions established by Fuzzy
K-Nearest Neighbor classiﬁer
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presented in Fig. 29. As expected, cluster’s impact is substantial in their proximity,
having bigger clusters heavily involved in creating decision boundaries, while smaller
clusters react only in a narrow area nearby.
H. Summary
A new fuzzy method for interpretation of neural network outputs that substi-
tutes the classical method has been developed. It represents an advanced concept
that classiﬁes new patterns according to weighted contribution of few similar pattern
prototypes established during training. The fuzzy classiﬁer takes into account the
distance among a pattern and selected number of nearest prototypes, as well as the
size of the clusters related to those prototypes. Fuzzy classiﬁer with properly tuned
parameters may result in very precise category-decision boundaries and will improve
generalization capabilities accordingly.
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CHAPTER VI
PROPOSED HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE SOLUTION
A. Introduction
Complete hardware and software solution of a new artiﬁcial intelligence based
digital relaying concept is proposed in this chapter. First section shows and explains
an architecture of the new relaying solution. Second section describes data acquisition
and signal preprocessing steps. The procedures of neuro-fuzzy protective relaying
algorithm design and implementation are summarized in the third section. This
section also illustrates the abstraction mechanism developed for solving the pattern
recognition problem. The execution of the relay output command is addressed in the
fourth section.
B. Relay Architecture
A functional block diagram of proposed hardware and software solution for pro-
tective relaying based on combined neuro-fuzzy approach is shown in Fig. 30. Given
relaying principle, as in any other digital relay generally comprises three fundamental
hardware subsystems: a signal conditioning subsystem, a digital processing subsystem
and command execution subsystem.
The main part of the relay is software realization of protective algorithm. The
algorithm is a set of numerical operations used to process input signals to identify and
classify the faults, and subsequently initiate an action necessary to isolate the faulted
section of the power system. The protective relay must operate in the presence of a
fault that is within its zone of protection, and must restrain from operating in the
absence of a fault, or in case of faults outside its protective zone.
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Fig. 30. Proposed solution for protective relaying based on neural network and fuzzy
logic
C. Data Acquisition and Signal Preprocessing
The training of neural network based protective algorithm can be performed
either on-line using measurement data directly taken from the ﬁeld, or oﬀ-line by
accessing historical record of fault and disturbance cases. Since interesting cases
do not happen frequently, initial oﬀ-line training becomes inevitable, and suﬃcient
training data are provided using simulations of relevant power system scenario cases.
Various fault and disturbance events and operating states need to be simulated, by
changing power network topology and parameters.
Transmission line current and voltage signal levels at relay location are usu-
ally very high (kV and kA ranges). They are measured with current and voltage
transformers (CT and VT) and reduced into lower operating range typical for A/D
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converters. The process of pattern extraction or forming neural network input signals
from obtained measurements depends on several signal preprocessing steps [10, 11].
Attenuated, continuously varying, three-phase current and voltage sinusoidal signals
are ﬁltered by low-pass analog antialiasing ﬁlter to remove noise and higher frequency
components. According to the sampling theorem requirement, the ideal ﬁlter cut-oﬀ
frequency has to be less or equal one-half of the sampling rate used by the A/D
converter. Furthermore, ﬁltered analog signals are sampled by A/D converter with
speciﬁed sampling frequency, and converted to its digital representation.
Selection of sampled data for further processing generally includes both the three
phase currents and voltages, but also may include either three phase currents or three
phase voltages. The samples are extracted in a dynamic data window with desired
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Fig. 31. Moving data window for voltage and current samples
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length (Fig. 31), normalized, and aligned together to form a common input vector of
pattern components. Since a pattern is composed of voltage and current samples that
originate from two diﬀerent quantities with diﬀerent levels and sensitivities of signals,
independent scaling of two subsets of samples present in a pattern may improve
algorithm generalization capabilities. Using this value, the current contribution to
the relay decision may be increased over the voltage contribution or vice versa.
Speciﬁed conditioning of input signals determines the length and characteristics
of input patterns and inﬂuences the trade-oﬀ between performing the fault classi-
ﬁcation more accurately and making the real time decision sooner. The values of
preprocessing parameters adversely aﬀect the algorithm behavior during training as
well as performance during implementation, and should be optimized in each particu-
lar situation whenever either relay location, classiﬁcation tasks or expected scenarios
are diﬀerent.
D. Neuro-Fuzzy Protective Algorithm
The main function assigned to the relay is detection of the faults in the designated
area of relay responsibility, and classiﬁcation of fault type. Supplemental function is
recognition of the zone of relay protection where fault has occurred, and is called fault
characterization.
ART neural network, explained in Chapter IV, is applied to the patterns ex-
tracted from voltage and current measurements. Neural network training is complex
incremental procedure of adding new and updating existing pattern prototypes. The
outcome of training process is a structure of labeled prototypes where each belongs
to one of the categories. A category represents combination of a fault type and a
section of relay protection where fault has occurred.
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During real-time (on-line) implementation, trained neural network possesses gen-
eralization ability and is expected to successfully classify new patterns that have not
been presented during training process. The prototypes established during training
are dynamically compared with new patterns extracted from the actual measure-
ments. A pattern similarity to all the prototypes is calculated, and a subset of the
most resembling prototypes is retrieved. Finally, a pattern is being classiﬁed by inter-
preting relationship between the pattern and chosen prototypes using fuzzy decision
rule deﬁned in Chapter V. If the pattern is classiﬁed to the category of unfaulted
or normal state, then the input data window is shifted for one sample, pattern vec-
tor is updated and the comparison is performed again, until a fault is detected and
classiﬁed.
Illustration of complete steps of the input space mapping into category deci-
Training Patterns Final Abstraction Level
Initial Abstraction Level
Unsupervised
& Supervised
Learning
Fuzzyfication Defuzzification
Generalization
Intermediate Abstraction Level
Fig. 32. Mapping of the pattern space into category decision regions using unsuper-
vised and supervised learning, fuzzyﬁcation and defuzzyﬁcation
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sion regions using proposed neural network - fuzzy logic based approach is shown in
Fig. 32. Using unsupervised/supervised learning, the space of training patterns is
transferred into initial abstraction level, containing set of clusters with corresponding
prototypes, size and categories. Moreover, the clusters are fuzzyﬁed and transformed
into intermediate abstraction level. Final abstraction level is attained when, using
defuziﬁcation, category decision regions with smooth boundaries are established.
E. Relay Command Execution
A pattern categorized by protection algorithm is converted into digital output
and by control circuit transformed into a corresponding signal for circuit breaker
activation. During normal operation, the circuit breaker is closed and currents are
ﬂowing through the transmission line. Depending on the recognized event and selected
designer’s logic, circuit breaker either trips faulted phases within proposed time period
and removes fault from the rest of the system, or stays unaﬀected.
Whenever a possibility of temporary faults exists, additional reclosing relays are
usually used to automatically reclose the circuit breaker after the fault has been
isolated for a short time interval, and restore the normal status of the power system.
F. Summary
The new neuro-fuzzy relaying solution that relies on concept of pattern recogni-
tion has been developed. Proposed solution can be used for reliable distinction among
faulted and unfaulted events, and selective fault type and fault section estimation.
Neural network training data are acquired either using actual and recorded relay mea-
surements, or through power system simulations. The signals are collected, ﬁltered,
sampled and extracted in dynamic data window. The patterns obtained possess in-
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herited characteristics of power system events, and constitute a basis for developing
complex abstraction mechanism for classiﬁcation. The protective approach is based
on ART neural network that establishes the prototypes of typical input patterns,
and afterwards employs the prototypes for classiﬁcation of new inputs using fuzzy
decision rule. The output of the relaying algorithm is a command for circuit breaker
activation.
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CHAPTER VII
POWER SYSTEM MODELING AND SCENARIO CASES
A. Introduction
This chapter introduces a power network model and related power system sce-
nario cases used for the design and evaluation of proposed protective relaying algo-
rithm. A detailed and accurate model of the real power network which is very suitable
to imitate realistic power system operation is outlined in the ﬁrst section. The most
suitable sets of fault, disturbance, and non-fault scenarios relevant for studying relay
operation, are determined in the second, third and fourth sections, respectively.
B. Power Network Model
The specially developed power network model for relay testing and simulation
studies represents an actual 345kV power system section, called STP-SKY. The data
is obtained from Center Point Energy in Houston [13] and is enclosed in Appendix.
The network model is unique since it has the conﬁguration that allows one to simulate
many normal as well as fault conditions that are rather diﬃcult for the traditional
relaying to deal with. The electrically remote parts of the system were modeled using
Thevenin equivalents, while other components in the studied section were modeled
in detail. The reduced network equivalent was obtained by using calculations based
on load ﬂow and short circuit data. It has nine buses and contains eleven short and
long transmission lines, represented by lumped and distributed parameter models.
Lines were modeled as frequency independent and mutual coupling between parallel
lines was neglected. The model was veriﬁed using both the steady state and transient
state results by using recordings captured during actual fault events in the system.
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Fig. 33. Center Point Energy STP-SKY power network model
The one-line diagram of developed reduced section model is shown in Fig. 33. Among
other transmission lines, STP-SKY line has been recognized as a line of particular
interest, and transient signals obtained at one line end, bus SKY, will be utilized for
implementing and evaluating relay design.
C. Fault Scenario Cases
The faults on the transmission line have the most signiﬁcant impact on relay
setting and evaluation. Generally, the simulation of the transmission line faults de-
pends on four main fault parameters whose varying values outline the set of typical
transient waveforms captured at the relay location:
• type of the fault: single-phase-to-ground, phase-to-phase, two-phase-to-ground,
three-phase, and three-phase-to-ground;
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• distance between relay and faulted point: 0÷ 100% of the line length;
• impedance between faulted point and ground: > 0 Ω;
• fault inception angle (time) relative to the period of sinusoidal signal: 0÷ 360◦
(0÷ 16.67 ms).
Besides faults on the transmission line, there are many other interesting scenarios
including disturbances and non-fault events that may perturb the relay measurements
[13, 15].
D. Disturbance Scenario Cases
The diversity of disturbances that may aﬀect relay operation includes various
switching events and changes in power system operating conditions. This disserta-
tion identiﬁes several factors which change power system conditions and may cause
severe impact on the relay performance. Previously deﬁned fault scenarios originally
simulated for nominal power system conditions can be repeated during existence of
selected oﬀ-nominal power system conditions. A set of elaborated disturbance condi-
tions includes:
• weak infeed caused by some lines or sources being out of service;
• source and load variations from their nominal values;
• system frequency variation from its nominal value.
Weak infeed is present in the network whenever an imbalance between equivalent
impedance of the sources in the network exists, and can be created by disconnecting
some of the equivalent sources. One typical situation of the weak infeed present at
the bus SKY is introduced when the sources E1 and E9 are disconnected.
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Source and load variations can occur due to: various changes in the power system
network conﬁguration, voltage control, changes in power consumption, fault at the
remote part of the network, equipment outages, etc. Since the sources and loads
in the network model are represented as equivalent network sources, their changes
are considered as single events. The source E1 is selected to be the varying source,
because changes of its phase angle have been observed to have the most signiﬁcant
impact on the relay performance, both the impedance and neural network based.
System frequency variation is caused by certain transient events in the network,
or by imbalance between the generated active power and load demand. System fre-
quency variations aﬀect all equivalent sources in the network.
E. Non-Fault Scenario Cases
Additional, non-fault scenarios convenient for studying relay operation in the
given power network are:
• line closing with remote line end open and grounded;
• line closing with permanent fault present on the line and the remote line end
open.
Line closing onto grounded line is introduced by switching SKY end of the SKY-
STP line while STP end is open and grounded. Line closing onto permanent fault is
introduced by switching SKY end of the SKY-STP line while the permanent fault is
present and STP line end is open.
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F. Summary
The carefully developed model of a real power network has been presented in
this chapter. One of the transmission lines has been recognized to be of particular
interest, and measurements from one line end will be used to perform relay design and
evaluation. Moreover, the set of applicable scenarios of special interest for protection
of selected line were chosen and described. The scenarios encompass sets of appropri-
ate fault and non-fault events, during nominal and disturbed operating conditions.
The simulation outputs have to be used for training, tuning and testing the proposed
protective relaying algorithm.
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CHAPTER VIII
SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT
A. Introduction
This chapter proposes a novel interactive simulation environment that contains
software modules for developing and evaluating complex protection algorithms. First
section provides a summary of available software tools for power system modeling
and simulation, and relaying algorithm design and testing. Second section describes
software modules for independent power network and protective relay implementation,
and required interfacing. Scenario setup and automatic generation of scenario cases
are explained in third section.
B. Software Tools for Power System Simulation and Protective Algorithm Design
Modeling and simulation of complex power networks require availability of di-
verse software tools. The use of Electromagnetic Transient Program (EMTP) [179]
and Alternative Transients Program (ATP) [180] for simulating power system and
producing voltage and current transient waveforms has been known for a long time.
More recently, general purpose modeling and simulation tool MATLAB with its tool-
box SimPowerSystems has been used for the power network modeling [181, 182].
The relay models for protective relaying simulation may be implemented in either
EMTP/ATP or in standard programming languages. Existing modeling approaches
in EMTP/ATP do not facilitate interfacing sophisticated relay models to the power
network models. Proposed simulation method requires relay models to be embedded
into EMTP/ATP by using either TACS or MODELS facilities [180, 183]. It is still
rather diﬃcult to implement sophisticated and detailed relay models in these pro-
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grams, due to the lacks of necessary mathematical tools and suitable graphical user
interfaces. Moreover, automatic simulation of a large number of scenarios is practi-
cally impossible and is a limiting factor as well. Since simulation outputs have to be
used as a signal generator for the protective algorithm training and evaluation, the
model interfacing for large-scale simulations is critical for study of the new relaying
approach. The relays can be more accurately and more eﬃciently modeled by using
either C language or a commercial software package like MATLAB with pre-deﬁned
libraries of specialized functions [184, 185, 186, 187, 188]. In recent years, few new
approaches have been proposed to connect the electromagnetic transient programs
with MATLAB [189, 190, 191].
C. Model Interfacing
The simulation environment based on MATLAB software package is selected as
the main engineering tool for performing modeling and simulation of power systems
and relays, as well as for interfacing the user and appropriate simulation programs
[189, 17, 15, 18, 19]. ATP is used for detailed modeling of power network and sim-
ulation of interesting events. It possesses excellent power networks modeling capa-
bilities, exceptional libraries of elements and provides fast and accurate simulation
results. Scenario setting and neural network relaying algorithm are implemented in
MATLAB and interfaced with the power network model implemented in ATP. MAT-
LAB has been chosen due to availability of the powerful set of programming tools,
signal processing and numerical functions, and convenient user-friendly interface.
In this specially developed simulation environment, design and evaluation pro-
cedures can be easily controlled and performed. This is done through interfacing
programs for power system simulation and relay modeling, and exchanging their sim-
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Fig. 34. Integrated software tools for power system simulation by using MATLAB and
ATP
ulation parameters and results (Fig. 34). MATLAB user interface provides user access
to create the scenarios and control the simulation settings. Specially developed utility
in MATLAB enables running automatically simulations for a large number of scenario
cases. The user is allowed to specify all desired modiﬁcations in the network topol-
ogy and parameters, as well as their combinations to create a set of scenarios. The
ATP simulations are automatically initiated and controlled for each case of proposed
scenario set, and simulation outputs are interactively converted into appropriate for-
mat and used as a signal generator for the neural network algorithm training and
evaluation, also implemented in MATLAB.
User interface facilitates scenario formulation by selecting combinations of events
and setting their parameters. It also manages database of simulated cases, relay
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models and relay responses. It is used for relay input data preprocessing, and to set
up relay design parameters.
D. Generating Simulation Cases
Through a MATLAB graphical user interface the user can select sequences of
individual and combined changes in the network topologies and corresponding param-
eters described in Table III. Control of transmission line fault simulations is based on
changing the line section lengths to model varying fault distance, changing opening
and closing time instances of phase-to-phase and phase-to-ground switches to create
a speciﬁc fault type with desired inception time, and changing fault impedance. Line
switching is controlled through circuit breaker opening and closing times, correspond-
ing to various fault inception times. Source/load changes are established through
Table III. Accessible parameters and corresponding actions for updating power net-
work model
Parameter Action
Fault type Adjusting opening/closing times of the phase-to-phase
and phase-to-ground switches covering all fault types and
Fault inception time various fault angles inside one cycle
Fault location Adjusting line section lengths from both line ends to the
faulted point and covering the faults along entire line
Fault impedance Adjusting fault impedance
Line out of service Holding line breakers permanently open
Line switching
Adjusting opening/closing time instances for the circuit
breakers and covering various switching angles inside one
cycle
Source/load variation Adjusting voltage amplitude, phase angle and impedance
System frequency Adjusting system frequency and frequency of equivalent
variation sources
Relay location Activating specific measurement points in the network
Integration time step Adjusting general simulation parameters
Simulation end time
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varying voltage source amplitude, phase angle and impedance. Changes of power
system frequency aﬀect frequency dependent elements of the system, including volt-
age sources and impedances of frequency dependent lines. In addition to mentioned
power network parameters, few other general simulation parameters can be controlled
as well. They encompass integration time step and simulation end-time, and provide
capability to select desired time frame, speed and accuracy of the simulation.
Systematized procedure allows user to specify a set of hundreds or thousands of
scenario cases within few simple steps. For each individual case, MATLAB program
automatically updates related data ﬁelds in the ATP’s power network description
ﬁle, and initiates ATP simulation for each case. Therefore, required changes in the
power network model, typical for the event that has to be simulated, are updated
between consecutive simulations. After execution of each simulation case, results
are extracted and converted into a data format understandable by MATLAB, and
recorded for further processing.
E. Summary
Evaluation of any protective relaying solution requires modeling of the power
network and protective relays, and simulating the interactions for a variety of the
power system events. The new MATLAB based software environment brings excep-
tional ﬂexibility in the design of new relays by allowing protective relay modeling to
be implemented independently from the power network modeling. Electromagnetic
transient program ATP is used for modeling and simulating the power network model.
That model is interfaced to MATLAB software package for the setup and automatic
simulation of a large number of scenarios. Simulation outputs are used as a signal
generator for a protective algorithm design and testing, implemented in MATLAB.
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CHAPTER IX
ALGORITHM IMPLEMENTATION
A. Introduction
This chapter focuses on the implementation steps for protective algorithm design.
Simulation of speciﬁed fault and no-fault events during nominal or oﬀ-nominal power
system operating conditions is explained in ﬁrst section. Second section describes
utilization of obtained simulation outputs for generation of training and test patterns.
Three diﬀerent relaying algorithms are designed for fault detection, classiﬁcation,
and characterization (section estimation). ART neural network algorithm training
and tuning is presented in third section. For comparison with ART algorithm, MLP
neural network algorithm and impedance based distance relay are designed in fourth
and ﬁfth section, respectively.
B. Simulation of Scenario Cases
The scenarios for algorithm oﬀ-line training are generated during nominal power
system operating conditions by specifying several values for each of the four fault pa-
rameters and combining these values to cover diversity of fault events. The example
how the fault parameters aﬀect relay measurements is shown in Figs. 35-38, for dif-
ferent fault type, distance, impedance and inception angle, respectively. Parameters
used for generation of the training cases are:
• fault type: all eleven types of fault and no-fault state;
• fault distance: from 5 up to 95% of the line length, in increments of 10%;
• fault resistances for ground faults: 3, 11, and 19 Ω;
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Fig. 35. Example of current and voltage waveforms for three types of fault
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Fig. 36. Example of current and voltage waveforms for single-phase-to-ground fault at
three fault locations
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• fault angle: from 0 up to 336◦, in increments of 24◦.
Total number of patterns in the training set, obtained by combining selected val-
ues of all parameters, is 3315. For algorithm on-line learning, a total of 13260 patterns
is obtained by repeating the faults for nominal system, and three oﬀ-nominal system
conditions: weak infeed, source/load variations and system frequency variation.
Test scenarios for algorithm evaluation in heuristic, previously unseen situations
are selected to be diverse and statistically independent from the training scenarios.
Fault parameters used for generation of test scenarios are randomly selected using
uniform distribution of: fault type, fault distance between 0 and 100% of the line
length, fault angle between 0 and 360◦; and normal distribution of fault resistance,
with mean 0 Ω and standard deviation 10 Ω, taking into account only positive values.
Total of six sets of test cases are generated, where ﬁrst four sets are implemented for
the faults on the transmission line of interest for the following network conditions:
• nominal system - 5000 patterns;
• weak infeed in the network, due to disconnected sources E1 and E9 - 5000
patterns;
• oﬀ-nominal voltage source E1 with phase angle shift of −30◦ - 5000 patterns;
• oﬀ-nominal system frequency of 59 Hz - 5000 patterns.
Two other sets of test cases are implemented for primary line switching onto
faulted line and line switching onto grounded line:
• closing the line with remote end open and grounded - 100 patterns;
• closing the line with present persistent fault on the line and with remote end
open - 1000 patterns.
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There is also another set of scenarios called validation set, used to tune the
parameters of fuzzy classiﬁer, and as early stopping condition during training of MLP
neural network. Although validation set is generated using faults on primary line and
nominal network conditions, it is statistically independent from the foremost set of
test scenarios. Total number of patterns in the validation set is 4000.
C. Generation of Training and Test Patterns
Current and voltage measurements acquired through simulations are used for forming
the patterns for neural network algorithm training and testing. Selected quantities
are either three phase currents, or three phase voltages, or both three phase currents
and voltages. Antialiasing ﬁlter is a second order low-pass Butterworth ﬁlter with the
cut-oﬀ frequency equal to a half of selected sampling frequency. Sampling frequencies
of 1.92 kHz (32 samples/cycle) and 3.84 kHz (64 samples/cycle), and dynamic data
windows of 8.33 ms (half cycle) and 16.67 ms (one cycle) are implemented. Combining
the values for sampling frequency and data window, four cases of pattern length with
96, 192, 192 and 384 components are obtained and illustrated in Fig. 39. Afterwards,
all patterns in a given training set are normalized by scaling all their features to have
zero mean, and to be in the range [−1, 1]. An identical scaling ratio is used later
for normalization of patterns in a test set. Whenever patterns with both current
and voltage samples are involved, heuristic rescaling of only current portion of the
patterns is performed several times for each individual training case until the best
scaling ratio oﬀering lowest predictive error is discovered and subsequently adopted.
The eﬀect of the use of various scaling ratios for scaling current portion of the pattern
is shown in Fig. 40.
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D. Design of Adaptive Resonance Theory Neural Network
For each input set, two types of classiﬁcations are implemented, and the total
number of output categories depends on the assigned classiﬁcation task. For the
ﬁrst classiﬁcation task, fault type detection, there are eight categories: seven for
fault types and one for no-fault situation, where phase-to-phase and phase-to-phase-
to-ground fault with identical phases involved are treated as a unique fault type.
For the other more challenging classiﬁcation task, simultaneous fault type and fault
section detection, there are ﬁfteen categories, comprising seven fault types in each of
two sections and no-fault situation. Boundary distance between protection sections
is set to be 80% of the line length.
During algorithm training, both preceding and recent concept for identifying
Prototype
Training
Patterns
Cluster of AG fault Cluster of BC/BCG fault Cluster of ABC fault
Fig. 41. Examples of cluster prototypes and encountered training patterns
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homogeneous clusters are implemented to allow comparison of related classiﬁcation
results. The decreasing rate of the threshold parameter is selected to be 0.95. An ex-
ample of a time-domain representation of three typical clusters with allocated training
patterns and constructed prototypes is shown in Fig. 41. It demonstrates similarity
among all the patterns encountered by each cluster and corresponding synthesized
prototype.
Non-fuzzy and Fuzzy K-NN classiﬁers are implemented in parallel for all proposed
test cases. Non-fuzzy K-NN is always settled with the most reasonable value K = 1,
widely used so far. However, tuning of Fuzzy K-NN classiﬁer needs proper selection
of used number of neighbors K and the weight m for each particular combination
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Fig. 42. Fuzzy classiﬁer parameter optimization through minimization of predictive
classiﬁcation error
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of the training set and classiﬁcation task. For illustration, typical mesh and contour
plots for pairs of values of these two independent variables are shown in Fig. 42. In
the given case, lowest predictive classiﬁcation error over validation set of patterns is
achieved for the number of neighbors K = 4, and distance weight m = 1.40.
Fig. 43 shows example of the classiﬁcation for three test patterns using discovered
nearest prototypes and fuzzy classiﬁer, for the values K = 5 and m = 1.50. In ﬁrst
two cases, superimposed impact of dominant neighbors, ﬁrst and second, and ﬁrst
and fourth, respectively, easily assigns pattern to the right category. Third case
shows more complex situation where the second and third neighbors of one category
overcome the ﬁrst and ﬁfth neighbors of other category and again classify the pattern
correctly.
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Fig. 43. Examples of fuzzyﬁed classiﬁcation of test patterns
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E. Design of Multilayer Perceptron Neural Network
Generally, the MLP neural network can represent any nonlinear or linear rela-
tionship between input and output vectors if the hidden layer or layers have enough
neurons. The best number of hidden neurons depends in a complex way on the
number of inputs and outputs, the number of training cases, the complexity of the
function or classiﬁcation to be learned, the network architecture, the type of hidden
neuron activation function, the training algorithm and regularization. Selecting too
few hidden units leads to high training error and high generalization error due to un-
derﬁtting. Too many hidden units leads to low training error but high generalization
error due to overﬁtting. Learning is a standard error-back-propagation algorithm, in
which the network weights and biases are iteratively adjusted to minimize the per-
formance function, deﬁned as an average squared error between the actual network
outputs and desired or target outputs [37, 36, 102].
Typical, single layer MLP neural network is utilized as a protective algorithm
alternative to ART algorithm. The number of neural network inputs is 192, corre-
sponding to sampling frequency of 32 samples/cycle and data window of one cycle.
Number of neural network outputs is 8 when only fault type needs to be classiﬁed, or
15 when both fault type and section have to be recognized. Selected learning algo-
rithm is a resilient propagation [192], convenient for high volume of processed data.
The description of the algorithm is enclosed in Appendix. Adopted learning rate is
0.1. The training has been repeated numerous times for the networks related to both
classiﬁcation tasks, by changing the number of hidden neurons until optimal number
of hidden neurons oﬀering the lowest predictive error with respect to the validation
set is discovered. Validation set is also used as an early stopping criterion to pre-
vent overﬁtting. The training procedure terminates whenever validation error starts
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to increase in several consecutive epochs. The optimal number of hidden neurons
discovered and subsequently applied is 45 for classifying fault type, and 75 for clas-
sifying fault type and section. For chosen number of hidden neurons, neural network
with various initial network weights are trained and a case having the lowest training
error is selected as an optimal solution. Learning terminated after 275 epochs for the
neural network for classifying fault type, and after 465 epochs for the neural network
for classifying fault type and section. Training and validation errors for both training
cases are shown in Fig. 44.
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Fig. 44. Training procedure of MLP neural network for both classiﬁcation tasks, with
utilized training and validation sets
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F. Design of Impedance Based Distance Relay
A model of typical impedance based distance relay is designed for comparison be-
tween traditional protection concept and new neural network algorithms. Impedance
principle of distance relaying requires only the fundamental frequency components
of obtained measurements. The sampling frequency of 32 samples/cycle and data
window of one cycle are selected. Actual voltage and current amplitudes and phase
angles are estimated using full cycle Fourier algorithm that rejects DC component
[21]. Furthermore, the relay detects grounded or ungrounded faults, calculate the
trajectory of apparent impedance according to (2.5) and compare with selected op-
erating characteristics. The output of relaying algorithm is an indication of detected
fault type and fault section.
The relay settings are calculated using a manual of a typical distance relay and
proposed protection solution with mho and quadrilateral operating characteristics
[193]. The relay is selected to have two zones of protection. Required reach for zone
I is 80% of the line length. Zone II reach is set to be 150% of protected line length,
to assure that all faults along the selected transmission line are detectable, even with
strong infeed from the remote terminals. Three mho elements for phase-to-phase
faults have been implemented for each zone. Impedance reach for zones I and II is
determined within given ranges of line impedance. Three quadrilateral elements have
been implemented for phase-to-ground faults. Quadrilateral reactive reach is based
upon the same premises used for mho elements. However, the maximum resistive
reach that determines sensitivity for high resistance faults is calculated using esti-
mated load and line impedance. It is set to cover the desired level of ground fault
resistance, but to be far enough from minimum load impedance, and is calculated
using maximum primary voltage and current values, and transformer ratios. Distinc-
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tion between grounded and ungrounded faults is achieved by calculating zero sequence
current and comparing it to the threshold dependent on a minimal expected zero se-
quence current during grounded faults. All relay settings are deﬁned in secondary
quantities, obtained by dividing primary impedances by the quotient of the voltage
and current transformer ratios. The description of this implementation is enclosed in
Appendix.
G. Summary
The design implementation steps of the protection algorithms have been ad-
dressed in this chapter. Model of the given power network has been used for simu-
lating various power system scenarios. Procedures of generating scenarios cases are
performed attentively by varying fault and network parameters to roughly cover all
possible occasions of events. The simulation outputs, three-phase voltage and current
waveforms, are used for forming the sets of training and test patterns submitted as
inputs to the ART and MLP neural network algorithms, or for forming the set of
test inputs for the distance relay algorithm. Training procedures of both ART and
MLP neural network algorithms are optimized to enhance classiﬁcation capabilities
for a variety of previously unseen patterns. The distance relay settings have been
calculated according to proposed protection approach with mho and quadrilateral
operating characteristics.
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CHAPTER X
SIMULATION RESULTS
A. Introduction
This chapter presents comparative classiﬁcation results for ART and MLP neural
network based, and impedance based protection algorithms. The characteristics of
generated training and test sets are outlined in the ﬁrst section. Second section
provides test results for fault events during nominal operating conditions for previous
and novel ART algorithm - ART1 and ART2, respectively. Third section illustrates
test results for fault events during disturbances for ART1, ART2, ART2 with on-line
learning, MLP and distance algorithm. In the fourth section, test results for non-fault
events are shown for ART1, ART2, MLP and distance algorithm. The discussion of
obtained results is given in ﬁfth section.
B. Overview of the Training and Test Sets
The summary of the training, test and validation sets, previously deﬁned in Chap-
ter IX, is provided in Tables IV and V. Oﬀ-line training set is based on transmission
line faults during nominal operating conditions, while on-line training set is based on
transmission line faults during nominal and all adopted oﬀ-nominal operating con-
ditions. Four test sets are based on line faults during either nominal or particular
oﬀ-nominal conditions. Two additional test sets are based on non-fault events during
nominal conditions. Validation set is based on line faults during nominal conditions
and is used for tuning the fuzzy classiﬁer.
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Table IV. List of implemented training scenarios
Set #
1 2
Training oﬀ-line +
type on-line +
nominal + +
Network weak infeed +
conditions source deviation +
frequency deviation +
fault type all 11 types and normal state
Line fault distance 5÷ 95%, in increments of 10%
fault fault resistance 3, 11, 19Ω
fault angle 0÷ 336◦, in increments of 24◦
Cases 3315 13260
Table V. List of implemented test and validation scenarios
Set #
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Type test + + + + + +
validation +
nominal + +
weak infeed +
Network source deviation +
conditions frequency deviation +
persistent line fault +
remote end grounded +
fault type all 11 types and normal state
Line fault distance 0÷ 100%
fault fault resistance σ = 10Ω
fault angle 0÷ 360◦
Line switching type closing
switching switching angle 0÷ 360◦
Cases 5000 4000 5000 5000 5000 1000 100
C. Classiﬁcation of Fault Events During Nominal Operating Conditions
Implemented ART algorithms are ART1, characterized with original deﬁnition
of supervised learning and non-fuzzy classiﬁer, and ART2 with advanced supervised
learning and introduced fuzzy classiﬁer. Tables VI and VII provide summaries of
ART1 and ART2 training and test results for nominal power system, with various
sets of training patterns used and classiﬁcation tasks proposed. Patterns are gener-
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Table VI. Summary of ART1 and ART2 fault type classiﬁcation results for nominal
power system
Case #
1 2 3 4 5 6
Input currents + + + + +
data voltages + + + + +
Pattern data window 1.0 1.0 0.5 0.5 1.0 1.0
extraction sampl. freq. 32 32 32 64 32 64
length 96 96 96 192 192 384
Training oﬀ-line + + + + + +
type on-line
Number of ART1 131 284 265 339 202 205
prototypes ART2 242 538 343 354 309 610
ART1 K 1 1 1 1 1 1
Classiﬁer ART2 K 1 3 10 7 5 3
m - 1.20 1.45 1.50 1.50 1.55
Testing ART1 0.02 7.36 0.46 0.38 1.08 0.82
error [%] ART2 0.00 3.80 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.04
Table VII. Summary of ART1 and ART2 fault type and fault section classiﬁcation
results for nominal power system
Case #
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Input currents + + + + + +
data voltages + + + + + +
Pattern data window 1.0 1.0 0.5 0.5 1.0 1.0 1.0
extraction sampl. freq. 32 32 32 64 32 64 32
length 96 96 96 192 192 384 192
Training oﬀ-line + + + + + +
type on-line +
Number of ART1 563 579 644 648 725 716 1887
prototypes ART2 877 826 750 834 916 934 2599
ART1 K 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Classiﬁer ART2 K 5 1 4 1 4 1 4
m 1.75 - 1.30 - 1.40 - 1.40
Testing ART1 4.30 10.30 2.84 2.26 2.34 2.14 3.22
error [%] ART2 2.90 8.08 1.78 1.16 1.52 1.14 2.34
ated using diﬀerent measurement quantities, sampling frequencies and data windows.
Classiﬁcation tasks are recognition of either fault type or both fault type and fault
section. The number of pattern prototypes, classiﬁer parameters and classiﬁcation
error are given for each trained solution.
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Fig. 45. Classiﬁcation error of ART2 depending on used sampling frequency and data
window
First observation is related to classiﬁcation error of ART2 for nominal system
shown in Fig. 45, with respect to changing data window and sampling frequency used
for forming the patterns. ART2 provides very good classiﬁcation of fault type, since
error is zero or almost zero in all cases. For fault type and section classiﬁcation,
error is obviously lower with longer data window and especially with higher sampling
frequency.
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Fig. 46. Number of generated clusters of ART1 and ART2 depending on measurement
quantities used
Fig. 46 shows comparison of the number of prototypes generated by ART1 and
ART2, depending on sampling frequency and data window used. Comparing to ART1,
ART2 produces more prototypes due to stronger condition for supervised learning,
which generally accepts lower number of clusters per single iteration, and forces more
clusters with smaller size. Since patterns based on voltages do not signiﬁcantly vary
during the faults, the number of clusters for fault type classiﬁcation is higher because
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clusters are generally with smaller size. The patterns based on currents are very
dissimilar to each other, and larger clusters are easily accepted during supervised
learning. Mixed, current and voltage patterns and corresponding clusters inherit
characteristics of both mentioned situations. For fault type and section classiﬁcation
case, the number of prototypes is few times higher than for fault type classiﬁcation,
because proper classiﬁcation of faults around the boundary between two protection
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Fig. 47. Classiﬁcation error of ART1 and ART2 depending on measurement quantities
used
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sections requires more algorithm iterations until many small, ﬁne-grained clusters,
very close to each other in the pattern space are obtained. In this case there is no
signiﬁcant diﬀerence in number of prototypes between the use of current, voltage and
combined current-voltage patterns.
The comparison of classiﬁcation error of ART1 and ART2 for diﬀerent type of
measurements is given in Fig. 47. Obviously, results show the advantage of ART2
comparing to ART1. Generally, patterns based only on the voltage samples are not
suﬃcient for successful classiﬁcation, because they do not preserve enough qualitative
information about characteristics of simulated events. However, ART2 algorithm
with patterns based on combination of currents and voltages guarantees very low
classiﬁcation error for both classiﬁcation tasks.
D. Classiﬁcation of Fault Events During Disturbances
Fig. 48 shows comparative evaluation for faults on the selected transmission
line during nominal operating conditions, weak infeed, voltage source variation and
system frequency variation, for implemented distance relay, MLP, ART1 and ART2 al-
gorithms. ART2 classiﬁes fault type almost perfectly for all nominal and oﬀ-nominal
network conditions and comparing to ART1 and distance relay, extraordinary im-
provements have been observed. However, MLP possesses performance similar to
ART2 in classifying fault type. For fault type and section classiﬁcation, besides al-
gorithms already studied, an additional algorithm - ART2 with on-line learning is
introduced. Classiﬁcation results show that ART2 is somewhat sensitive to varia-
tions of voltage source and system frequency, and more sensitive for weak infeed.
Repeatedly, it is in some degree better than ART1 for all network conditions, re-
ducing the classiﬁcation error between 16 − 35%. Although practically insensitive
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Fig. 48. Classiﬁcation error of distance relay, MLP, ART1, ART2, and ART2 with
on-line learning, for faults during nominal and oﬀ-nominal power system con-
ditions
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for weak infeed, and not too much sensitive for other disturbances, distance relay
model is generally not very accurate in classifying the fault type and section. ART2
is signiﬁcantly better than the distance relay model in fault section classiﬁcation for
all network conditions, except for weak infeed where it is slightly worse. This can
be explained as a superior selectivity of ART2 for the faults around the boundary
between two zones of protection. Comparison of ART2 with MLP shows that ART2
is superior for source variation, where MLP is extremely poor. However, MLP is
slightly better for frequency variation and weak infeed, while the responses for nomi-
nal system are similar. ART2 with on-line learning is signiﬁcantly better than ART2
and the distance relay model for all oﬀ-nominal system conditions, and better than
MLP except for frequency variation. As expected, ART2 with on-line learning almost
equally responds to nominal and oﬀ-nominal network conditions, although not being
exactly good for nominal system as ART2.
E. Classiﬁcation of Non-Fault Events
Fig. 49 shows the classiﬁcation results for switching onto grounded line and
switching onto faulted line. ART2 and distance relay model are insensitive for switch-
ing onto grounded line, ART1 is very sensitive if trained to recognize only fault type,
while MLP is completely useless. For switching onto persistent fault, distance re-
lay model is better than other algorithms. ART1 and ART2 are similar between
each other and worse than the distance relay model, while MLP response is again
unacceptable.
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Fig. 49. Classiﬁcation error of distance relay, MLP, ART1 and ART2, for switching
on-to grounded and faulted line
F. Discussion
Several remarks can be provided regarding the results. First of all, simultaneous
classiﬁcation of fault type and section has been determined to be much more diﬃcult
task than classifying only fault type. ART2 shows better recognition capabilities than
ART1 for all anticipated scenarios. It is better than the MLP algorithm and distance
relay model for almost all scenarios, with signiﬁcantly smaller classiﬁcation error.
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Therefore, ART2 with the fuzzy classiﬁer and improved supervised learning provides
remarkable recognition capabilities, and is fairly robust for all studied oﬀ-nominal
operating conditions. With on-line learning it becomes an exceptional solution for
unpredictable deviations of power system operating conditions. The classiﬁcation
results are satisfactory for all implemented values of sampling frequency and data
window, that correspond to typical values used in protective relaying.
G. Summary
This chapter provides comprehensive evaluation of proposed ART2 neural net-
work protection algorithm and its comparison with other relevant algorithms, ART1
as a previous version of ART algorithm, MLP neural network algorithm and distance
relay model. All implemented algorithms have been designed and tested for two
tasks: a) fault detection and classiﬁcation; and b) fault detection, classiﬁcation and
characterization. Test scenarios have included line faults and non-fault events during
nominal and perturbed operating conditions. Simulation results show satisfactory
responses for ART2 algorithm for each of the implemented scenarios, and superior
recognition capabilities comparing to ART1 algorithm as well as MLP algorithm and
distance relay model.
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CHAPTER XI
CONCLUSION
A. Summary of the Achievements
The Dissertation presents a new solution for high-speed protective relaying using
artiﬁcial intelligence and pattern recognition. The approach utilizes self-organized,
Adaptive Resonance Theory (ART) neural network, based on combined use of unsu-
pervised and supervised learning methods. Training of the neural network translates
set of input events into a smaller set of their typical prototypes. During implemen-
tation of the neural network, real events are associated to the generated prototypes,
and classiﬁed by fuzzy decision rule. Proposed neuro-fuzzy relaying solution may suc-
cessfully substitute conventional relays vulnerable to occasional missoperation due to
their heavy dependency on varying system and fault conditions.
This Dissertation has introduced signiﬁcantly advanced ART algorithm com-
paring to the previous solution, with several important improvements. Input signal
preprocessing have been applied and optimized, and enables ﬁner selection of the most
representative input data subset used to establish pattern prototypes during train-
ing, or to match existing prototypes during implementation. Supervised learning has
been redeﬁned and allows improved prototype generation, and their better utilization
during implementation. Furthermore, previously used simple, non-fuzzy classiﬁer has
been substituted with advanced, fuzzy classiﬁer that provides interpolation technique
for interpreting the neural network outputs. Moreover, on-line learning has been in-
troduced and guarantees well-tuned pattern recognition capabilities during prevailing
operating conditions. The algorithm has been designed and evaluated in the new
simulation environment by using extensive sets of training and test patterns obtained
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by simulating convenient power network model and a variety of fault and disturbance
scenarios.
B. Research Contribution
Simulation results obtained show exceptional agility and robustness of the novel
ART neural network algorithm for nominal and oﬀ-nominal power system conditions.
The algorithm possesses superior classiﬁcation capabilities compared to previous ver-
sion of ART algorithm, MLP neural network algorithm, and impedance based distance
relay.
Presented solution, properly implemented and tuned, assures reliable fault de-
tection, and selective fault type and fault section estimation. Combined use of neural
and fuzzy techniques leads to a sophisticated reasoning that may improve the abil-
ity of recognizing a variety of real events usually dissimilar to the events anticipated
during training. This method is robust to untypical and noisy inputs, and is quite
eﬀective whenever suﬃciently large set of relevant input events is available. The in-
teraction between dedicated programs for independent power system modeling and
protective algorithm design leads to signiﬁcantly improved relay design implementa-
tion and performance evaluation.
The robust pattern recognition approach developed in this dissertation can be
utilized in many other applications, whenever high amount of diverse input data
is present, numerous output categories are required and complex decision making
process is expected.
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C. Directions for Future Research
Future work related to proposed neuro-fuzzy pattern recognition approach may
take several directions. It may continue with the study of algorithm dependence on
input signal preprocessing steps, by anticipating the use of unequal data windows
for voltage and current samples, independent scaling of pattern components, feature
extraction, etc. Furthermore, the supervised learning can be repeatedly revised to be
more restrictive, by completely preventing the overlapping among the clusters with
diﬀerent categories. Finally, the modiﬁcations of fuzzy classiﬁer may be studied, to
allow more controllable inﬂuence of cluster size on a membership function of each
category.
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APPENDIX A
STP-SKY POWER SYSTEM MODEL DATA
Table VIII. External equivalent source parameters
Source Source voltage E Positive-sequence Zero-sequence
number impedance Z1(Ω) impedance Z0(Ω)
|E|(V )  E(deg) R1 X1 R0 X0
1 340642.65 -53.35 1.512 37.1316 2.135 41.2228
2 359296.80 -45.32 0.988 22.5195 0.381 13.2594
3 347349.45 -57.39 1.883 26.8844 1.868 15.0786
4 386993.40 -15.36 0.345 17.4962 0.272 15.0786
0.950 438.0000 0.950 438.0000
5 350889.15 -40.89 1.463 18.5016 1.626 21.5459
6 353932.05 -39.00 0.207 3.9483 0.621 5.6827
7 347418.45 -36.49 1.070 12.7048 4.495 25.2697
8 344796.45 -54.64 1.488 30.6251 3.303 40.0388
9 347287.35 -45.54 1.738 16.8539 4.975 31.0060
Table IX. Line parameters
Positive-sequence Zero-sequence
Line impedance Z1(Ω) impedance Z0(Ω)
R1 X1 R0 X0
SKY-MARION 1.071 9.403 5.475 36.064
MARION-HILL 1.785 16.430 9.522 62.840
SPRUCE-SKY 0.952 12.022 11.308 41.896
SPRUCE-LHILL 7.500 68.440 66.300 218.050
DOW-WAP 3.214 33.327 21.540 96.291
Line Length Resistance (Ω/mile) Reactance (Ω/mile) Susceptance (Ω/mile)
(miles) R1 R0 ωL1 ωL0 ωC1 ωC0
STP-WAP 68.26 0.06134 0.38980 0.56640 2.05080 7.60150 3.83770
STP-HOLMAN 90.02 0.06134 0.38980 0.56640 2.05080 7.60150 3.83770
STP-LHILL 141.28 0.06134 0.38980 0.56640 2.05080 7.60150 3.83770
STP-DOW 45.39 0.03092 0.40502 0.29693 1.63593 14.73960 5.99290
STP-SKY 167.44 0.06134 0.43594 0.56640 2.00988 7.62447 4.37250
STP-HILL 178.34 0.06134 0.43594 0.56640 2.00988 7.62447 4.37250
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APPENDIX B
MULTILAYER PERCEPTRON ALGORITHM
Resilient propagation (RPROP) algorithm for supervised learning in multi-layered
feedforward neural networks:
For all weights and biases {
if ( ∂E
∂ωij
(t− 1) · ∂E
∂ωij
(t) > 0) then {
∆ij(t) = min(∆ij(t− 1) · η+,∆max)
∆ωij(t) = −sign( ∂E∂ωij (t)) ·∆ij(t)
ωij(t + 1) = ωij(t) + ∆ωij(t)
}
else if ( ∂E
∂ωij
(t− 1) · ∂E
∂ωij
(t) < 0) then {
∆ij(t) = max(∆ij(t− 1) · η−,∆min)
∆ωij(t) = −∆ωij(t− 1)
ωij(t + 1) = ωij(t) + ∆ωij(t)
∂E
∂ωij
(t) = 0
}
if ( ∂E
∂ωij
(t− 1) · ∂E
∂ωij
(t) = 0) then {
∆ij(t) = ∆ij(t− 1)
∆ωij(t) = −sign( ∂E∂ωij (t)) ·∆ij(t)
ωij(t + 1) = ωij(t) + ∆ωij(t)
}
}
where E is error function, ωij is weight from neuron j to neuron i, ∆ij is individual
update value for each weight, η− is decreasing factor and η+ is increasing factor.
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APPENDIX C
DISTANCE RELAY ALGORITHM
Calculate zero sequence current
I0 = Ia  Ib  Ic
I0 > min
zero sequence current
during fault
Calculate apparent impedance
between each phase and ground
Zag = Vag/(Iag  k0I0), ...
Calculate secondary voltages and currents
Va = VA/vt,  Ia = IA/ct, ...
Calculate apparent impedance
between each two phases
Zbc = (Vb-Vc)/(Ib-Ic), ...
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in mho
zone I
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Fig. 50. Impedance based distance relay algorithm
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